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Bid on OLP expected
by Allan Shapiro
At a special meeting of the William
Mitchell board of trustees on Mar. 31 ,
the president of the board, the Hon .
Ronald E. Hachey, was authorized to
make an offer for the purchase of Our
Lady of Peace school.

students and an alumni representa- take affirmative action soon but did
tive attended to present their views of not voice a preference for any particuthe situation.
lar course of action. However, if a
Student representatives Allan fund-raising drive is initiated to fiShapiro, Joe Cade and Eric Magnu- nance the cost of a new building, the
son reviewed the activities of the SBA faculty representatives reported that
facilities committee, from the trus- the fulltime and several parttime factees' tour of the present physical ulty members had pledged to donate
Since the meeting, Judge Hachey
plant in December, 1973, to the more at least $1 ,000 apiece from their
has been negotiating with the real esrecent study of the feasibility of pur- salaries over a maximum of five
tate agent handling the sale of the
chasing either Bethel College, Skelly years.
school. As of Apr. 16, some technical
Oil Co. or OLP buildings. The stuBruce Burton presented a fact
terms of the Mitchell offer were not
dents reiterated the concern of the
sheet to the board demonstrating
yet finalized, but Judge Hachey exstudent body and pledged the sup- several methods of financing the
pected the offer to be made shortly.
port and assistance of the SBA with purchase of a new building in the light
The offer, if made, will include a fund-raising activities and any other
of the school's present assets.
seven-month purchase option. tasks wheres t d a1 resources might
Hachey stated the seven months be utilized.
Alumni representative Bobbie Kelwould be used for an intensive camFaculty members in attendance ler conveyed the support of the expaign to raise money from both were Bruce Burton, William Danforth, ecutive committee of the alumni asalumni and community and state Marvin Green , William Green and sociation for whatever action the
agencies.
Maynard Pirsig. Faculty representa- board deemed advisable. The execuAt the Mar. 31 meeting, the status tives revealed the consensus of the tive committee is prepared to begin
of various efforts being made to solve faculty members who attended the fund-raising efforts as soon as the
Mitchell's facilities problem were dis- March retreat (see article, page 12). board tells them how much money is
cussed. Five faculty members, three They believed that the board should required.

Above from left, Bobbie Keller (editor, Alumni
Rap), Dean Douglas Heidenreich, Harry Holtz. At
right, some of the student and faculty contingent: Joe Cade, Bruce Burton, William Green,
Allan Shapiro, William Danforth.

97.4% of Mitchell grads
pass February bar exam

,;

"

The State Board of Law Examiners has announced that 90
percent of the 232 law graduates who sat for the February 1975 bar
examination passed the two-day test.
William Mitchell's January graduates, the first group to benefit
from the new 3Y2-year curriculum, performed extraordinarily well in
the February exam. A record 97 per cent of the Mitchell students
taking the exam for the first time passed it. Mitchell repeaters aiso did
well. Altogether 111 of 114 first timers and 1O of 11 repeaters
passed .
Only a relative handful of University of Minnesota law graduates
sat for the February exam. Of the 9 first timers and 8 repeaters, 82
percent passed.
Ninety graduates of out-of-state law schools, including 25 repeaters, sat for the exam. Overall 83 percent of them passed .
Approximately half as many examinees took the February test
as took the bar exam last July.
Successful examinees were formally admitted to the bar on
April 11 . A passing grade on the state bar exam is a prerequisite to
practicing law in Minnesota.
The percentages:
RepeatFirst
Total
ing
time
%
%
%
William Mitchell
97.4
90.9
96.8
U. of Minnesota
66.6
100.0
82.3
Out-of-state
84.6
80.0
83.3
All examinees
91.5
86.4
90.5

2100 Summit, 1958
" The major portion of the
27,000 square feet of floor space
within the building will be devoted
to classrooms and the library with
facilities provided for a students'
lounge, a seminar room, and
other service and administrative
areas. The Board of Trustees of
the College having committed the
school to a policy of small classes
have provided eight classrooms
so that all classes may be divided
to insure greater student participation. The library, so planned
that it may be expanded in a future year, will have shelving
space for 50,000 volumes. A feature of the library unique in this
area, is the study carrels in which
students, singly or in groups may
study without being disturbed or
disturbing others .
"
from Bench and Bar, January
1958

Mondale to speak
at graduation
Seventy Mitchell seniors will
graduate May 25 in 2 p.m. ceremonies at St. Thomas College's
O'Shaughnessy Auditorium.
Sen . Walter Mondale will address
the graduates , their relatives and
friends.
A commencement dinner-dance is
planned for the evening of May 24 at
the Holiday Inn in Roseville. Certificates of appreciation will be presented and class awards will be announced. The Hon . Harold W.
Schultz, Ramsey County District
Court Judge and a Mitchell graduate,
will address the graduates and their
guests.

At the Mar. 31 meeting, from left, William Danforth (faculty), Donald Grangaard, Paul
Kraemer, Andrew Johnson, Hon. Theodore
Knudson, Maynard Pirsig (faculty), Charlton
Dietz.

Minnesota requires
continuing education
April 3, Minnesota became the first
state in the nation to mandate continuing legal education for all lawyers
and judges. The rules established by
the Supreme Court provide for a new
State Board of Continuing Education
to approve course work and generally administer the program.
Dean Douglas Heidenreich has
been named executive secretary of
the board. Chairman is Minneapolis
attorney John Byron.
To implement the rules, the Court
will divide the bench and bar into
three groups. The first must complete
15 hours of approved legal course
work between June 30, 1974, and
July 1, 1976; the second, 30 hours
between June 30 , 1974, and July 1,
1977; the third , 45 hours between
June 30 , 1974, and July 1, 1978.
After that, all lawyers and judges
must complete 45 hours every three

years. The 197 4 date is to accomodate persons who have completed
recent course work. The board has
not decided how many actual hours
will equal each approved hour.
The rules allow licensed attorneys
to maintain inactive status , during
which they may represent only themselves and designated relatives in
Minnesota courts. These lawyers
may change their status at any time
by filing an affidavit of intention to
comply with the rules with the clerk of
the Supreme Court.
Failure to comply will result in the
Court taking what ever action it
deems appropriate, but only after a
hearing and after the board has made
every effort to resolve a problem .
Several other states are considering similar programs, notably neighboring Wisconsin and Iowa.

Law school enrollment slows
Law school enrollment is at all-time
high, but the rate of increase has
slowed substantially , according to
the American Bar Association .
Women and minority group enrollment far outpaced the overall percentage increase for the 1974-75
school year, the ABA said.
Total enrollment in the 157 ABAapproved law schools for the fall
quarter, 1974, was 110,713, a 4.34
per cent increase over the 1973 enrollment of 106,102, and more than
double the enrollment of 54,265 a
decade ago.

Who
is this
young
innocent,
and
why
is he
smiling?
See page 13.

This year, there was a 30 per cent
increase in the number of women law
students, to 21 ,788, or about one-fifth
of the total law school population.
This compares with only 2,183
women law students in 1964.
Minority group enrollment increased 9.6 per cent, from 7,601 in
1973 to 8,333 in 1974.
Male enrollment in approved law
schools dropped from 89,342 in the
fall of 1973 to 88,925 last fall.
At the end of 1974, there were approximately 385 ,500 lawyers in the
United States.
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editor's comment
Time is ripe
for student code
This month two William Mitchell students were temporarily dismissed for submrtting virtually identical papers in the
third year legal writing course. This sanction was imposed by
an ad hoc disciplinary commrttee composed of three faculty
members and two students.
It is our opinion (and this opinion appears to have considerable support) that the committee acted in a fair and just
manner consistent with due process and respect for the
dignity and rights of the accused despite having no precedent
or guidelines whatsoever for its deli berations or its final decision. Although the penalty imposed was severe (and some
question its severity), the committee conducted itself in an
exemplary manner.
The fact that due process was followed in this instance,
however, is no guarantee that future cases will be dealt with in
like manner. Such serious matters, no matter how rare,
should not be dealt with on an ad hoc basis without
guidelines.
As a result of this incident, the SBA board otgovemors at
its last meeting Apr. 6 unanimously recommended that the
new board , to be seated later this month , give first priority to
drafting a code of student rights and responsibilities, together
with an honor code, to be presented to the new dean for
consid e;·ation next fall.
On rights, the code should include such important procedural safeguard s as notice of offenses, right to privacy of
the hearing and severance from other individuals accused,
right to counsel , right to call witnesses and cross-examine
tape recording of any hearing involving potential restitution,
expulsion or suspension, provision for wrrtten report of the
committee·s findings and its reasons, right of confidentiality
and right of review without the possibility of a more severe
penalty. Presumptions, burden of proof and agreement required for a finding of guilt should also be considered.
Past efforts on 1he part of the SBA board of governors to
establish a code of student rights and responsibilities have
met with strong criticism from the school administration In
part it was felt that the ideas presented stressed the rights of
the student and failed to place sufficient emphasis on student
responsibilities.
T he time is ripe to take a serious look at responsibilities.
At a law school such a code takes on special significance.
Students are being trained for a profession in which they will
be held to a higher standard of e1hical conduct than others. An
attorney, as the Code of Professional Responsibility notes,
must avoid even the appearance of impropriety. It is important
that law students be exposed to such a code in written form
and be aware of its implications from their first days in law
school.
Perhaps the most appropriate way to instill in the student
body a sense of responsibility and professionalism is to involve them in the rule-making process under which they are
governed and evaluated. As pointed out by the members of
the National Model Honor Code Commrttee, ·'[a]ny code of
conduct , if it is to play a significant role in determining the
behavior of the students it affects, will have to be accepted by
them as an adequate reflection of student mores.'·
The legal writing incident also raises many other questions. Specific criticisms which have been raised about the
legal writing course itself and about other actions taken after
the committee's decision are beyond the scope of this edito- ·
rial. But it is hoped that some constructive changes will result.
One such change, and one that is needed immediately, is the
establishment of a student honor code incorporated into a
code of rights and responsibilities. Included therein should be
procedures to assure due process.

-Mark Pfister, second year student
Jim Yates, third year student

I

by Jeanne Schleh

School image
may be vital
in 1975-76
Next year's Opinion editor will be Mindy
Elledge, a third year student who is now associate editor. Mindy has been an indisipensable part of the Opinion staff both under Steve
Bergerson's editorship and mine. Formerly a
professional journalist, it is her contribution that
has given the Opinion the style and visual appeal we have worked hard on this year.
I am certain that under her leadership the
Opinion will be more professional than it has
ever been. And it may need to be.
The Opinion already performs an important and needed function by helping to project
the image of the school to 2500 alumni and
others in the legal community. But if the trustees
successfully conclude negotiations for the
purchase of Our Lady of Peace School this
summer- or if they reach any other decision
on the pressing physical facilities questions
which involves major capital expenditures the Opinion's role next year will be vital.
The 1975-76 school year may mark the
launching of greatest financial campaign in the
school's history, perhaps in the neighborhood
of $2 million. If that occurs, the Opinion will
share the job of trying to convince alumni and
others that the school merits their financial support.
Mitchell has never been particularly known
for its active, loyal alumni. But on the other hand
the alumni have never been called upon as they
will be if there is a major fund-raising drive.

In anticipation of that kind of effort, it's time
both students and alumni stop thinking of
Mitchell as 'the other law school. · There is
something of quality here that's worth being
co nveyed to the outside community. And , of
co urse, there 's much to be improved . The need
is greater than ever for active and interested
student body, faculty and alumni, including active contributors to the Opinion.
Last year's Opinion was named outstanding law school newspaper in its class by the Law
Student Division of 1he ABA. This year it has
been nominated for another award . This year
as last, Opinion articles continue to receive
national circulation by being reprinted in The
Student Lawyer and other publications.
All of this helps the school and in the long
and short run , each of us as graduates. Since
about half of the SBA dues go to support the
Opinion (see article next page) each student
has at least a financial interest in it. Each editor,
including myself, has tried to give a good return
on that investment, and I'm quite proud of the
results. But the return is directly dependent on
the broadest possible support.
The first issue of the 1975-76 school year
will appear on th e first day of classes. Work on it
will be needed this sum!TlBr. I urge all of you
who have contributed to the Opinion in the past
to continue to do so, and all of you who have
always intended to do it sometime to let the new
editor know of your interest.

letters------------Fault for academic shortcomings lies
with both students and faculty
To the Editor:

l find that most of my Mitchell
classes are a waste of my time (and
money), as most professors do no
more than ask rather straight-forward
questions on the material assigned.
The bulk of my present legal
knowledge comes not from the
supposedly stimulating intellectual
discussion/lecture of the classroom
but from my own reading . I could be
picking up as much information from
a correspondence course in law.
The professors seem to make the
inference that either (1) the students
have not read the assignment and
would not be able to carry on any
reasonable discussion on the topic
(too often true I'm afraid) or (2) even if
the students have read the
assignment they are not capable of
grasping even the most obvious
points brought out in the material.
The situation does not seem to
promote a healthy atmosphere for
the production of knowledgeable,
questioning, advocating lawyers.
Some of the blame can be laid on
the faculty. While all of the instructors
here seem to have a knowledge of
the law, their positions would seem to
require more than that. It is evident
that many professors are lacking in
the fundamental principles of good
teaching. It would appear that when
they were hired, no one bothered to
wonder or ask if they knew how to
lead a discussion, how to present a
lecture, how to evoke responses in
an intelligent way. While the role of a
practicing lawyer would certainly
carry over somewhat to the
professorial world, there are many
differences that are sadly evident.
The deficiencies result in boring
hours of class which do not

encourage enthusiastic students.
The deficiencies can be helped but
there seems to be no procedure set
up whereby the administration ·or
faculty can evaluate a professor's
performance. (Faculty evaluations by
the students at best reach the
individual instructor and there is no
administrative follow-up.)
The students must also bear part of
the blame. The student majority is not
a vocal, enthusiastic group whose
main purpose is academic
excellence. The main purpose is to
graduate and pass the bar. Such a
purpose does not encourage
academic questioning; it does nol
lead students to the heights of legal
and intellectual expertise that
Professors Haydock and Haines are
expecting. It often leads to minimum
preparation for a subject and an
acceptance of poor teaching

methods on the part of an instructor
(as long as his grades aren'ttoo bad).
The level of student performance
and professors ' expectations
generally seek the same level, the
professors not wanting to flunk large
numbers of students for fear of not
being popular, the students not
wanting to flunk but at the same time
not wanting to put forth too much
energy.
The result of massive One reform
would be a tremendous decrease in
the enrollment at WMCL with a more
knowledgeable and better prepared
graduating class. Such a reform
wouJd, however, put students like
myself (somewhat marginal with
grades to prove it) out in the cold. B1,1t
perhaps we shouldn't have been let
in to begin with .
P. J. O'Meara
Second year student
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the dean's column
by

Looks to law's future

Dean ducks swan song
When Jeanne Schleh told me that she wanted
a swan song, I realized that this would in all probability be my last Dean's column . While this is by no
means what Jeanne asked for - a swan song perhaps this might be a good time to make some
comments about what I see in the future for all of
us who follow the law. Some of these predictions
will almost surely come true; some may prove to
be totally wrong. Whether these developments are
seen as progress or regression will, like beauty, be
largely in the eye of the beholder.
During the next decade the legal profession
will be subjected to severe pressure. It will have to
prove itself worthy of survival in a world which no
longer honors age for its own sake nor gives credence to ancient maxims simply because they
have always been thought to be true. Our legal
structure will be re-examined , pushed, pulled,
kneaded and re-formed to meet the demands of
society. We shall see changes in substance, procedure, ethical rules and systems for the delivery
of legal services.
New ways will be found to get legal services to
the people who need them. The law schools of the
United States are producing lawyers at a record
rate - bright, intellectually capable and enthusiastic young women and men whose talents
must be used by one means or another to serve
the great mass of poor and middle-income people
who are as yet unable to obtain needed legal
services. Group legal service plans and pre-paid
legal insurance seem at the moment to offer the
· most promising way of utilizing these lawyers and
providing service to those who need it. There are
mechanical problems in the working out of these
programs but these problems can and must be
solved. The coming years will see a prolif,eration of
group legal services programs. The disgraceful
opposition of some of the organized bar to the
closed panel system will either be wiped out by
supreme court decision or fall of its own weight.
Both open and closed panel programs will flourish
once legal services become the common subject
of collective bargaining.

Douglas R.
Heidenreich

No-fault auto reparations, no-fault divorce and
extensive probate reform are only the beginning of
a revolution in substantive law. Groups such as
the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, the American Law lnsitute, various bar associations and consumer oriented
groups will press for codification and consolidation
to make legal remedies easier and cheaper to
obtain and to eliminate unnecessary technicalities
in the creation and enforcement of legal relationships.
Some of these efforts will, unwisely I think,
appear in the form of attacks on the organized bar
and attempts to "de-lawyerize" various transactions . To the extent that these efforts succeed they
will prove to be misguided and counterproductive.
The way to protect the consumer from poorly
negotiated transactions, poorly drafted documents and poorly prepared litigation is not to
eliminate the lawyer from participation in those
matters. The proper solution lies in better training
for the lawyer both in law school and thereafter.
To the extent to which it is ultimately thought
wise to take some tasks out of lawyers' hands it will
be necessary to provide train ing and some standards for certification of those who take the place
of lawyers. The natural consequence of letting
anybody draft a will for anybody else will be to
create for the consumer more serious problems
and to frustrate the very ends that the change is
designed to accomplish. If it is thought that
lawyers need not participate in the drafting of wills
those who do so must be properly trained in the
substantive law and in the proper drafting techniques.
This is not to say that some streamlining cannot be done and some technicalities eliminated.
To the extent that technical rules frustrate the desires of the consumer of legal services or to the
extent that they prove to be unjustifiably expensive
they should be changed or discarded. Legislatures and consumer groups will continue to press
for simplification of the law and little by little this will
be accomplished. However care must be exer-

cised so that devices designed to protect the public are not eliminated along with undesirable ones.
Ethical rules will change as well. Strictures on
advertising will be substantially loosened if not
totally eliminated . Lawyers will be able to announce specialities and to hold themselves out as
having particular skill and experience in certain
defined areas. Specialization of lawyers, now a de
facto reality, must eventually be recognized and
used to the advantage of the public through programs of formal certification.
Lawyers will also be able to advertise in some
manner the availability of their services and the
fees that they charge. While it would be thought
undesirable by nearly everyone for lawyers to hold
sales, to give trading stamps or to lure clients with
loss leaders some rules will be developed to allow
lawyers to announce in a dignified fashion that
they do good work at low prices.
Efforts will be made to bifurcate the bar or to
create a special bar of trial attorneys. The dangers
of making litigation more costly to the consumer
and creating an elite trial bar are so great that
these efforts will probably be unsuccessful.
Nevertheless the bench and bar must realize that
both lawyers and judges will have to be better
trained in the complex art of litigation. Law school
programs and continuing legal education programs alike must respond to this need with realistic
and imaginative trial advocacy courses.
While there may be some truth in the suggestion that there are no unmanageable cases some
of the enormously complex, expensive and timeconsuming litigation which has clogged the courts
in reoent years must be dealt with in some way that
(See 'Future', page 7)

sba president's column-----by
Jane
Schoenike

~

I

Many students I have spoken with are unaware of the size of the SBA budget, its source
of funds and how it spends its money. I have
been asked to use this issue's SBA president's
column to inform students as to the whereabouts of their SBA dues.
What follows is a breakdown of the approximate amounts that have been or will be appropriated by the SBA board during the
1974-75 school year. For a more detailed
breakdown, the treasurer's books may be examined at any time by contacting SBA president Joe Cade or myself. It is important to note
that each expenditure over $25 must be voted
on by the board, is reported in the minutes of
that meeting and is recorded in the treasurer's
report at the next meeting .
The i974-75 SBA budget this year will be
approximately $8,500. The major portion of our
budget is composed of dues collected from
each student ($4 per student each semester).
This year the student body contributed about
$6,500. The remainder of our income comes
from commissions received from the school's
vending machines and pay phones.

Here's what happened
to your 1974-75 SBA dues
Our major expenditure each year is for the
William Mitchell Opinion. the newspaper was
published six times during the current school
year. The total cost is split half and half with the
administration. The SSA's share of this year's
Opinion will be about $3500 . Approximately a
quarter of the cost of the Opinion is offset by
advertising revenue.
The next major expense has been for
school social events. The SBA this year has
provided refreshments for freshman orientation , held a fall smoker, a Christmas party with
Law Wives and co-sponsored the March winetasting party. The annual spring smoker is
scheduled for April 12. The combined cost of
these five events will be approximately $1 ,800.
All social events are free or subsidized to keep
the cost to students as low as possible.
Throughout the past year the SBA has provided speakers for several of the Extra Hour
programs. Some speakers have required honorariums, and the SBA has appropriated $355
this year for Extra Hour speakers.
The SBA also appropriated $1,500 to
cover half the cost of the placement bulletin

sent last fall to Minnesota attorneys to assist in
finding jobs for Mitchell graduates.
The intramural sports program set up by
Lou Tilton was subsidized by the SBA in the
amount of $127.
Other expenses included : $129 for freshman picture ID's, $100 to send a delegate to the
ABA-LSD Eighth Circuit convention, $50 for an
SBA pre~ident's honorarium and $104 for supplies and meeting expense.

Exam Food Service
The SBA is also negotiating with the catering service and the vending machine company
to assure some type of weekend food service
during the exam period and has set aside $200
to cover the cost of this extra service if necessary.
I estimate the SBA balance will be approximately $1,500 at the end of the school year.
That amount will be available for summer
events. No SBA dues are collected for summer
school.
Jane Schoenike, a second year student
is SBA treasurer.
'
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Counsel's 'contemptuous' conduct condoned
In Maness v. Mayers (Jan . 15,
1975), the U.S. Supreme Court
found an attorney who in good
faith advised his client to plead the
Fifth Amendment in a civil proceeding should not have been
held in contempt.
The operator of a newsstand in
Temple, Texas, was convicted in
the municipal court of that city of
selling seven obscene magazines contrary to the applicable
city ordinance. Subsequent to his
conviction , the prosecutor caused
to be se-rved upon him a subpoena
duces tecum directing him to produce fifty-two magazines before
the district court pursuant to the
city's application for an injunction
to prevent distribution of the supposedly obscen e matter.
At the hearing on the application for the injunction, the newsstand operator's attorney appeared, having filed a motion to
quash the subpoena. He contended that the city was attempting to obtain evidence which
would be properly discovered, if at
all, only in a criminal proceed ing.
In admitting that the magazines
sought were of the same character as those found to be obscene
in previous proceedings , he argued that production of the subpoenaed magazines would subject his client to a substantial possibility of incriminating himself,
thus violating his privilege under
the Fifth Amendment of the Federal Constitution.
After the motion to quash was
denied, the operator was called to
the stand. He was asked whether
he had brought the requestep
magazines to court, but asserted
the privilege against selfincrimination, stating that he did
so on the advice of counsel. The
hearing was adjourned to give him
an opportunity to obtain the
magazines after the court directly
ordered that he do so. When court
re-convened that afternoon, the
operator again had not brought
the requested material with him .
He made it clear that he had not
done so on advice of counsel, that
but for that advice he would have
brought the magazines to court

and that the sole reason for his
failure to comply was his belief
that if he did so it would entail a
substantial possibility of selfincrimination.
At the end of the hearing, the
court found that the subpoenaed
magazines were obscene and enjoined their continued exhibition .
Further, and although expressing
his reluctance to do so , he found
the operator and his attorney in
contempt, indicating that he felt
the attorney had usurped the authority of the court by effectually
ruling on the admissibility of evidence and denying the court the
right to do so. The judge also indicated that the proper method of
proceeding would have been a
motion to suppress the evidence
once it had been produced either
at the injunction hearing or any
possible criminal trial.
On appeal, the Supreme
Court reversed the attorney's
contempt citation, holding that
a lawyer may not be held in contempt for advising his client
during the trial of a civil case to
refuse to produce material demanded by a subpoena duces
tee um when the lawyer believes
in good faith that the material
may tend to incriminate his
client. 1

General rule:
comply with court
order, even if
erroneous
In reaching this result, which it
emphasized was a narrow holding, the Court relied on several
factors which distinguished the
case from the general rule. The
general rule is that orders and
judgments rendered during the
course of a trial must be complied
with even though believed erroneous since the proper manner
of proceeding is to make an appropriate record to preserve the
error and appeal so that the error
can be corrected by orderly and
proper judicial proceedings. 2
First, the reason for noncompliance in this case was the
Fifth Amendment privilege
against self-incrimination (as op-

posed to reliance on statutory or
common grounds as the basis for
privilege against disclosure). The
Fifth Amendment has always
been broadly construed 10 assure
that an individual is not compelled
to produce evidence which might
be later used against him in a criminal action.3 The scope of this
privilege includ es not only evidence which may lead directly to a
criminal conviction but also to in formation which could furnish a
link in the chain of evidence leading to prosecution and evidence
which the individual reasonably
believes could be used against
him. Precompliance review of assertedly erroneous orders for disclosure is therefore more appropriate in the Fifth Amendment
area than it may be in others.4
When a court orders a witness
to reveal information during the
course of a trial, the injury
which is done by an erroneous
order in violation of Fifth
Amendment rights may not be
reparable even if corrected on
appeal. Appellate courts cannot "put the cat back into the
bag" once the witness has been
forced to comply.
Second, the Court was not persuaded byeitherthejudge'sorthe
prosecutor's suggestion that the
appropriate manner of proceeding
would have been compliance with
the order for production , and a
subsequent motion to suppress
on Fifth Amendment grounds
either at the injunction hearing or
at a possible criminal proceeding.
There was no showing by the
prosecution that such a motion
would have prevailed based upon
Texas common or statutory law,
and therefore there was no assurance that the magazines would be
suppressed because they were
produced involuntarily to avoid a
contempt citation.
Third, the witness had not been
offered nor had he received immunity on the basis of any
magazines that he might produce.
Although the prosecutor had
stated in court that he did not intend to prosecute on the basis of
the magazines, there was no indi-

cation that the state or the county
attorney would not do so. The witness' vulnerability to prosecution
was all too apparent. A formal
grant of im munity would have precluded the witness from refusing
to produce the magazines on Fifth
Amendment grounds, assuming
that the grant would have been
co-extensive with scope of the
privilege against self-incrimination. 5 However, without such a
grant, and particularly considering
the precedent convictions for selling similar magazines, the possibility of future prosecution was
clearly something less than remote.

Immaterial that
proceeding
was civil
Fourth, based upon the Court's
interpretation of the colloquy
below, it found that the judge had
accepted the prosecutor's contention that the attorney's advice to
assert the Fifth Amendment
privilege was ill-advised in any
event because the privilege was
asserted in a civil, not a criminal,
proceeding. The Court determined that this mistaken premise
appeared to have led to the severe sanction imposed upon the
attorney: for it was clearly the
attorney's advice that led to the
witness' refusal to obey the order
of the court. However, since it has
long been the rule that the
privilege against self-incrimination can be-asserted in any proceeding , whether it be crim inal,
civil administrative, judicial, investigatory of adjudicatory, 6 the fact
that the advice was given during a
civil proceeding was unavailing as
a distin ction upon which to base
the contempt citation.
Finally, the Court emphasized
that there was absolutely no indication on the record of any disrespect for the court or any other
contumacious conduct. Indeed,
the record disclosed that the
attorney's advice resulted from
philosophical differences with the
court with regard to the applicable
law regarding self-incrimination
and the production of evidence in

by Mark W . - - - Peterson
civil cases. There was no question
involved as to the lack of good
faith by counsel, nor as to the lack
of reasonable grounds for assertion of a Fifth Amendment claim.

Lawyer's good faith
advice protected
The importance of this case
seems to lie in the Court's approval, apart from in the strictly
legal sense. of the attorney's actions in zealously representing his
client. It is sign iiicant that the
Court recognized the great harm
that could be done to the mea ning
of the privilege against compelled
self-incrimination if lawyers could
be subjected to penalties tor advising their clients in good faith to
assert it. If lawyers were to be
forced to live under the threat of
pun ishment for honest advice,
there would be the very real possibil ity that advice as to exposure
to possible self-incrimination
might not be given. Clients might
thereb y be denied the opportunity
of deciding whether or not to assert the privilege given them by
the Con stitution. Since independence, forthrightness , courage
and zeal are qualities which are
quintessential to proper performance as an advocate, it is comforting to know that the present
Court has recognized them as
legitimate.
1. Maness v. Meyers, ~ U.S. ~
95
set 584 (1975). The validity of the
contempt penalty for the newsstand operator was not brought before the Court for review.
2. See, e.g. United States v. United
Mine Workers , 330 U.S. 258
(1947).
3. See, e.g . Counselman v Hitchcock, 142 U.S. 547 (1892);
Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436
(1966).
4. United States v. Ryan, 402 U.S.
530 (1971 ).
5. See, Kastigarv. United States, 406
U.S. 441 (1972).
6. See, e.g., Lefkowitz v. Turley, 414
U.S. 70 (1973) ; Garrity v. State of
New Jersey, 385 U.S. 493 (1967).

Mark W. Peterson is associated with Thomson, Wylde,
Nordby & Friedberg and
teaches trial tactics at William
Mitchell.
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ABA Law Student Division representatives from law schools
throughout the Eighth and Tenth Circuits convened for their annual convention Feb. 28-March 2 in Kansas
City.
The law school of the University of
Missouri at Kansas City was host to
students from Oklahoma and New
Mexico to North Dakota and Minnesota. The Minnesota delegation
consisted of Mitchell LSD representative Al Tarara, a senior, and two
Midwestern students, Patrick Ledray
and Chuck Johnson. No University of
Minnesota law school students participated.
The 3-day conference offered outstanding panelists and discussion in
several changing areas of the law. A
Friday session was devoted to divorce law reform with panelists Henry
Foster, Jr., professor of law at New
York University, and Kansas City attorney Leo S. Shapiro. The Kansas
City Bar Association Young Lawyers
Section made a presentation on civil
litigation technique.
On Saturday, the topic was 'Sex
Discrimination, Title VII, Title V,
ERA.' Panelists Georgina Landman,
professor of law at Tulsa University,
Sharon Brown Hill, a member of the
Colorado Civil Rights Commission,
Barbara Mitchell of Cleveland Marshall Law School and Lynn Gold,
outgoing ABA-LSD governor for the
Second Circuit, discussed types of
actions which may serve as Nie basis
for sex discrimination suits.

Tarara was impressed by the enthusiasm shown by convention delegates for the Law Student Division
and for the opportunities it offers for
student involvement in the higher
echelons of the American Bar Association . Many, particularly those
from lesser known midwestern law
schools, see the organization as a
chance to bring national exposure to
their schools.
A case in point was the Sunday
business meeting at which the ABALSD Eighth Circuit governor for the
coming year was to be elected. After
intense electioneering and seven ballots, a candidate from Midwestern,
Patrick Ledray, was narrowly defeated .
The new governor is Steve
Machov of the University of Nebraska
law school.

ABA convention to
be in Montreal
The conference closed with discussion of the annual ABA convention to be held this year Aug. 9-12 in
Montreal. Students are welcome to
attend. Inexpensive accommodations for students will be available at
the Royal Victoria College in
Montreal ($10.50 per night, $11 .50
with breakfast). To assure accommodations, reservations should be
made by July 1 through the national
office of the ABA Law Student Division , 1155 E. 60th St., Chicago, Ill.
60637. Registration fee is $25.
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Fault may still play role
under state's new divorce
law, says Jaycox
by Ronald Mund
Law students and attorneys heard
Minneapolis attorney Jack Jaycox
discuss the role of fault under
Minnesota's new no-fault marriage
dissolution statute Minn. St. Ch. 518,
during a Phi Alpha Delta sponsored
I uncheon
at
the
Lexington
Restaurant Mar. 22. Jaycox is chairman of the Hennepin County Bar Association Family Law Committee,
has coauthored a publication titled,
"Matrimonial Proceedings in Minnesota," and will serve as a part-time
family court referee in Hennepin
,, County this summer.

conduct by one of the marriage
partners.
Second are the no-fault statutes
which operate under the theory that
prior conduct of the parties is not
relevant to the granting of the divorce
or dissolution. Only the present
status of the marriage relationship
need be determined to grant a
dissolution. Statutes which adopt the
no-fault scheme provide as grounds
for dissolution an irretrievable
breakdown of the marriage relation or
irreconcilable differences in the
marriage; concepts which at least on
the surface do not place the prior
conduct of the parties at issue.
The third type of divorce statute is
the no-fault divorce proceeding coupled with a fault alimony or property
settlement. Under this type of divorce
statute evidence of prior conduct
(fault) is not admissible to obtain the
dissolution, but may be considered in
determining the amount of an award
of alimony or the granting of a property settlement.
Iowa, for example, appears to have
abandoned the fault concept in the
granting of marriage dissolution and
in determining alimony and property
settlements, but it permits under its
no-fault statute a showing of prior
"good" conduct on the part of a
spouse in determining the award of
alimony and property settlement. In
re the Marriage of Harrington, 199
N. W. 2d 351 .(1972).
In a recent Michigan decision the
court concluded that although the
Michigan legislature revised the conceptual basis for granting divorce in
its no-fault statute it did not intend to
modify the traditional grounds for determining custody, support, alimony,
and property division. Kretzschmar v.
Kretzschmar, 210 N. W. 2d 352
(1973).

marriage relationship of the party
seeking dissolution (clearly a fault
concept in that it allows in evidence of
prior conduct adversely affecting the
marriage);
(2)
sentence
to
imprisonment (again a fault concept
involving prior conduct adversely
affecting the marriage); (3) habitual
alcoholism or chemical dependency
for a period of one year immediately
prior to the commencement of the
proceeding (not a fault concept in that
alcoholism or chemical dependency
may be regarded as an illness, not a
course of conduct); (4) commitment
pursuant to the provision of Minn. St.
Ch. 253A for mental illness (again, a
The so called no-fault divorce
no-fault concept); (5) continuous
statute took effect Mar. 15, 1974. Its
separation under an order of decree
impact has been to lessen but not
of separate maintenance for a period
eliminate fault as a factor in divorce
of one year immediately preceding
proceedings. The statute establishes
the
commencement
of
the
as the single ground for divorce an
proceedings (a no-fault concept in
irretrievable breakdown of the
that only the separation need be
marriage relationship. The avowed
shown, not why or how); and (6)
serious marital discord adversely
purpose of the statute is to reduce the
bitterness that has accompanied
affecting the attitude of one or both of
divorce proceedings in which fault is
the parties toward the marriage
a factor. To facilitate that purpose
(potentially a fault concept).
The result is that although the
certain changes in terminology have
been made: 'divorce' has been
concept of fault has been eliminated
changed to 'dissolution,' and the paras grounds for a marriage
ties are no longer referred to as plaindissolution, evidence of fault is still
tiff and defendant but as petitioner
admissible to show the irretrievable
and respondent.
breakdown of the marriage relation
However, the statute still allows the
necessary to obtain a dissolution.
introduction of what was traditionally
Jaycox indicated that this subdivision
considered fault as evidence of
may have been inserted in the statute
to provide some guidelines as to
irretrievable breakdown, and it
when an irretrievable breakdown of
leaves unanswered the question as
the marriage relation has occurred,
to what extent evidence of fault may
thus avoiding the result of the
be admitted in determining an award
of alimony or in the granting of a
Michigan trial court in Kretzschmar.
property settlement.
The question that remains to be
Jaycox noted that divorce or
answered is whether or not evidence
dissolution of marriage is purely a
of fault is a factor to be considered in
state statutory proceeding. Other
awarding alimony or granting a
states have tried various approaches
property settlement under the
in recent years. Minnesota will
Minnesota statute. In Bollenbach v.
Minnesota
probably build on what those states
Bollenbach, 285 Minn. 418, 175
hybrid likely
have done. There are three basic
N.W. 2d 148 (1970) the Supreme
types of divorce statutes in use by the
Jaycox contends that Minnesota's Court held that the relative fault of the
states.
new statute will probably fall into a parties is a factor to be considered in
The first are the fault statutes fourth category in which evidence of formulating an alimony award. Howwhich basically operate under a fault may be admitted to show the ever, noting that the Iowa and
"good guy - bad guy" theory. In order no-fault grounds of irretrievable Michigan supreme courts looked to
to be granted a divorce under a fault breakdown of the marriage and may legislative history and intent in the
scheme, the plaintiff must show that or may not be a factor in alimony or interpretation of their respective nohis or her spouse engaged in some property settlement.
fault statutes on this question, Jaycox
form of conduct adversely affecting
The
Minnesota
marriage stated that when the legislature
the marriage which will serve as dissolution statute provides that adopted the marriage dissolution stagrounds for granting the divorce. dissolution of a marriage may be tute a change was made in the wordStatutes which follow the fault granted upon a showing that there ing of §518.59. This section previscheme of divorce traditionally has been an irretrievable breakdown ously provided that, "Upon dissoluprovide as grounds for divorce such of the marriage relationship. Minn. St. tion of a marriage, the court may also
things as cruel and inhumane §518.06, Subd. 1. Subdivision 2 of award to either spouse the house'treatment, indignities, conduct that section of the statute pro- hold goods and furniture of the pardetrimental to the marriage vides, however, that irretrievable ties . . . and may also order and derelationship, and adultery; all of breakdown may be shown by cree to either spouse such part of the
which are concepts predicated on evidence of any of the following: (1) a real and personal estate of the other
some course of action or prior course of conduct detrimental to the not acquired during coveture, not ex-

L:.awyers Guild announces
spring, summer events
by Linda Gallant
The Twin Cities Chapter of the Nation al Lawyers Guild plans a full
schedule of events this spring. William Mitchell students interested in
working on or learning more about
any of these events or other Guild
projects are urged to contact Ron
Albers at the Guild office (2955
Bloomington Ave. S., 721-3938).
A Wounded Knee Benefit will
take place Friday, Apr. 18, 8 p.m. at
2401 Irving Ave. South, Minneapolis.
Donations of $3 to $5 are requested.
Special guests are Madonna Gilbert
of the American Indian Movement,
Rapid City, South Dakota; Clyde Bellecourt of AIM and a Wounded Knee
defendant; Doug Hall, Larry
Leventhal and Ken Tilsen, local
Wounded Knee attorneys; and many
Wounded Knee workers, friends and

supporters. Proceeds from this be- penologists.
nefit party will help finance the onFilms: "Titticut Follies" will be
going legal work arising out of the shown Fri., May 16 at the West Bank
1973 siege of Wounded Knee. Crimi- Auditorium, University of Minnesota.
nal trials are now in progress in three This film provides a showing "cinema
cities and are scheduled for two more verite" study of the conditions and
sites in the next few months. In addi- "therapy programs" of a Mastion, civil suits are being prepared, sachusetts institution for the crimiinvestigations cootinue, and more nally insane. "Attica," scheduled for
Fri., May 23, West Bank Auditorium,
legal work remains to be done.
A Rights of Youth Conference gives first-hand accounts of the Attica
will be held Sat., Apr. 26, 9:30 a.m. to rebellion of 1971. Proceeds to the At4 p.m. at William Mitchell. The con- tica Brothers Legal Defense Fund.
ference will focus on the rights of
This summer, Guild activities inyoung people, the right to education, clude Wounded Knee support work,
the juvenile court system, tactics of a housing project with the Minreform, law curriculum for young neapolis Tenants Union, an OSHA
people and alternative ways of deal- project, the People's Law School and
ing with the problems faced by young a wide variety of summer projects
people. Speakers include attorneys, available through the National Guild.
probation officers, young people, al- Contact the Guild office for more internative school people and radical formation.

Jack Jaycox addresses PAD /unchers Mar. 22.
discretion in making the alimony
award and property division enumerated factors which do not look to fault;
that is, do not depend on the prior
conduct of the parties.

ceeding in present value one-half
thereof, as it deems just and reasonable, having regard to the amount of
prnperty decreed under Section
518.58, the amount of alimony and
support money awarded, if any, the
character and situation of the parties,
and all other circumstances of the
case.

'character and
situation of
parties' deleted
In reenacting Section 518.59 the
legislature deleted the words.
"character and situation of the parties." Whether or not this is sufficient
to show that the legislature intended
to eliminate fault in determining
alimony and property settlement is
not clear. Jaycox believes that recent
decisions of the Minnesota Supreme
Court are moving in the direction of
eliminating fault from the consideration of alimony and property settlement.
In Gilbertson v. Gilbertson (July
23, 1974), decided under the fault
sta:tute, the trial court's memorandum
held that the husband's illicit conduct
with another woman justified the
court's disposition of the parties'
property. The facts showed that the
wife was 51 years old and the husband 49 years old, and that they had
been married for 28 years. The property disposition resulted in the wife's
receiving the homestead and $350
per month in alimony despite the fact
that the husband's net take home pay
was only $720 per month. The Minnesota Supreme Court expressed
concern over such a liberal award to
the wife because of the emphasis of'
the trial court on the husband's misconduct. The court cited Johnston v.
Johnston 280 Minn. 81, 158 N.W. 2d
254 (1968) and reiterated that comparative fault of the parties may be
considered as an element in fixing
the amount of the alimony and division of property, but such awards are
not made as a penalty but as a substitute for the husband's duty to support
his wife. The court then upheld the
alimony and property division stating
that it could not say the trial court
abused its discretion in view of (1) the
wife's limited earning capacity, (2)
her age, (3) the duration of the marriage and (4) the standard of living to
which she was accustomed. It should
be noted that the court in considering
whether the trial court had abused its
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More thoughts
on no-fault . . •
I feel compelled
To bring to your attention,
A social change
Of alarming dimension.
Reformers usually ignored
For the good of the nation,
Have altered the grounds
For changing relations.
What this will mean
As the law is enforced,
Is that all of the fun
Has gone out of divorce.
Prior to reform
It was required of a spouse,
To prove that his mate
Was a souse or a louse.
Many a spectator
Felt a chill down her spine,
Listening to witnesses
Hang dirty linen on the line.
And those vindictive,
And those who bore grudges,
Were the favorite of galleries
And lawyers and judges.
Where before marriages were
saved
At whatever the cost,
Now they're tossed aside
As irretrievably lost.
For the new law
Has brought to a halt,
The exciting inquiry
As to who is at fault.
No more divorcer versus divor-

1•••••••••••

I

In Adams v. Adams (Sept. 20,
1974) also decided under the fault
statute, the Minnesota Supreme
Court upheld a property settlement
and alimony award stating, "In view
of the duration of the marriage, the
amount of property, defendant's
income, the lifestyle of the parties,
and all the circumstances we hold
that the division of property and
awards of alimony and child support
were reasonable and proper." Once
again in reviewing the property
settlement and alimony award, the
court enumerated factors which are
independent of the parties' prior
conduct, and thus are not within the
fault concept.
Jaycox concluded by indicating
that even if the Minnesota Supreme
Court continues in the direction of
eliminating the question of fault from
consideration in alimony and
property settlements, evidence of
fault will continue to play a role in the
showing
of an
irretrievable
breakdown of the marriage relation.
This is equally true in both contested
and uncontested cases since the
court may require the parties to prove
up the dissolution in an uncontested
case.
The result is that the impact of fault
in divorce proceedings has been
lessened, but not eliminated, by the
Minnesota marriage dissolution
statute.
Jaycox is a partner i.n the firm of
Korengold, Jaycox, Johnson, Nelson
and Gubbe.
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Thomas W. DeMille
from ABA Journal,
November 1974
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Privacy v. right to know

Local media vary on noting rape victim's name
by Frank Gerval
In 1972 a Georgia television station was sued by the father of a
17-year-old rape-homicide victim for
invasion of privacy after that station
broadcast the victim's name in a
news report.
The state of Georgia has a statute
which makes it a misdemeanor to
publish the name of a rape victim .
The lower courts held for the father
and the Georgia Supreme Court affi rmed those holdings st ating the statute declared a state policy that a
rape victim's name was not a matter
of public concern .
The Georgia Supreme Court held
the statute was a legitimate limitation
on the freedom of expression granted
by the First Amendment.
The rape victim's name was included in a news report broadcast by
WSB-TV. The information contained
in the report was gathered by a reporter for that station during the news
coverage of the trial of the six young
men charged with the rape and murder of the young victim .
It was nearly eight months after
the incident that the six defendants
appeared in court. At no time prior to
that had the victim 's name been published.
Five of the defendants pied guilty
to rape or attempted rape, the charge
of murder having been dropped. The
guilty pleas were accepted by the
court and the trial of the defendant
pleading not guilty was set for a later
date.
In the course of the proceedings a
reporter for WSB-TV was present
and learned the name of the victim
from an examination of the indictments which were made available for
his inspection in the courtroom. He
prepared his story and it was broadcast.

caused by the publication of the the rape victim if there has been a
name of a deceased rape victim murder, " Burnham said , "But then
which was publicly revealed in con- again , it is something we take up
nection with the prosecution of the among our city editors at the time."
crime."
It appears that at the Dispatch the
The opinion went on to say, " . .. decision to publish the name of a
the protection of freedom of the press rape-murder victim is made on a case
provided by the First and Fourteenth by case basis. If there has been no
Amendments bars the State of Geor- murder the policy of the Dispatch is
gia from making appellants' broad- clear: " In no way is the name of the
cast the basis of civil liability."
victim published," Burnham said.
Only three other states besides
A St. Paul broadcaster indicated a
Georgia have statutes forbidding policy similar to that of the Dispatch.
publication of names of rape victims. Ron Magers, news director for KSTP
These are Florida, Wisconsin and said, "Our policy is not to publish the
South Carolina.
name of a rape victim. In a rapeMinnesota has no such law and murder we probably would report the
presumably there is no cause of ac- name, " Magers said, " But that is a
tion in this state for the publication of sticky area. Let's put it this way, we
a rape victim's name under any cir- have no hard policy of not publishing
cumstances.
such names."
The policy concerning the publicaThe Supreme Court in the Cox
Broadcasting decision stated, "In tion of rape victim's names seems to
this instance as in others reliance be a little more liberal on the other
must rest upon the judgment of those side of the river. Lee Canning, the
who decide what to publish or broad- editor of The Minneapolis Star
stated his newspaper's policy, "The
cast."
What the Supreme Court did in that general practice is to omit the name
case was to place the responsibility of rape victims," But Canning said
of deciding whether or not a rape publication of a rape victim's name
victim's name is to be published in the was not out of the question. "Say, for
hands of the publisher. A state is not instance, it was a very famous perallowed to interfere with that deci- son ," Canning said, "Or the rape took
place on Hennepin and 7th at high
sion.
noon, whether we would publish the
victim 's name or not would depend
Local survey
on the facts. "
A brief survey of some of the media
Canning indicated that if the victim
in the Minneapolis-St. Paul met- were murdered, there would be even
ropolitan area indicated a general a greater likelihood of publishing the
trend among broadcasters and pub- name. He said there was no hard and
lishers concerning the question of fast rule.
whether or not the name of a rape
The
Minneapolis Tribune
victim should be published .
exhibited a good deal of caution in
The St. Paul newspapers seemed stating its policy in this area comto be the most protective of the iden- pared to the other newspapers surtity of the rape victim . Don O'Grady, veyed. Dick Cunn ingham , the
managing editor of the St. Paul Reade r's Represen tative at the
Pioneer Press said, "We never Tribune , issued a statement of that
name a sex victim or the victim of newspaper's policy after conferring
Court sees First
incest. We even try to avoid the iden- with Walter Allen, the Tribune's mantification of a situation as incestuous. aging editor.
·
Amendment issue,
Our purpose is to preserve the feelCunningham read the policy from a
no civil liability
ings and privacy of the victim. "
written statement in a telephone inOn appeal , the United States
O'Grady said the policy of the terview . He said it was the normal
Supreme Court reversed the Georgia Pioneer Press in this area revolved policy of the Minneapolis Tribune not
Supreme Court and held that once around the idea of not hurting people. to publish the name of a rape victim .
true information is disclosed in public
When the variable of murder was However, he said the Tribune does
court documents open to public in- included in the rape situation the pol- not have a policy forbidding such pubspection, the press cannot be sane- icy changed. "If the sex victim is mur- lication. The name of a rape victim
tioned for publishing it. Justice White dered then she is named," O'Grady might be published if it was felt that
wrote the majority opinion. Rhen- said, " If a rape victim is murdered the news value of such a publication
quist, J., was the only dissenter. then the rape is only incidental." He outweighed consideration for the
Cox Broadcasting Corp. V. Cohn said that once a murder takes pl ace feelings of the victim, Cunningham
(Mar. 3, 1975).
there isn't the same necessity of pre- said.
Justice White framed the issue as serving the feelings of the victim .
A decision to publish the name of a
"whether consistently with the First
Harry Burnham , the managing rape victim is made only after an
and Fourteenth Amendments a State editor of the St. Paul Dispatch, ex- editor or managing editor is conmay extend a cause of action for pressed an even more conservative sulted. He said such a decision would
damages for invasion of privacy , policy. "We ordinarily do not name not be made alone by an associate

editor or city editor.
By contrast, the Min neapolis
Tribune's policy concerning rapemurder is to publish the names of
homicide victims and to indicate
whether or not a homicide victim has
been sexually molested.
Ron Handberg, the news director
for WCCO television in Minneapolis,
said his station's policy is generally
not to broadcast the rape victim 's
name.
But WCCO's policy of not publishing such a name is not etched in granite . " If somehow the rape victim's
id entity becomes a re levant issue
then we might publish the name,"
Handberg said, "There are circumstances whereby an identification may
be made. "
Handberg said his station would
film the victim of a rape but only in
long shots or from the back or in
some other way in which the victim's
identity is not readily ascertainable.
Gontrary to that policy he said that
an in-court sketch, not a photograph,
will be used by his station even if that
sketch fully identifies the victim .
In the recent Harvey Carignan trial
in Carver county a full face in-court
sketch of the 19-year-old student
nurse victim was broadcast. But her
name was not.
Handberg said, "If there is a murder connected with the rape we use
the name. Absolutely."
It is apparent that the policies
among the stations differ but they do
tend to protect the name of a living
victim and publish the name of a

murdered victim . But in all cases that
policy is discretionary and the facts of
any individual situation may alter the
policy.
The Minnesota Press Council is an
organization which reviews complaints made by citizens concerning
news publications which are allegedly harmful or unfair. The council
is made up of people from the press
as well as lay persons.
A rape victim whose name had
been published against her wishes
could complain to the council , but the
council has no formal policy on the
issue.
The chairman of the council is Minnesota Supreme Court Justice C:
Donald Peterson.
"A rap e victim would have to bring
a grievance; · Peterson said. "Then
we would hear it and issue an advisory opinion."
Peterson explained that the council makes ethical rather than legal determination. The council has no official sanctions other than the publicity
its advisory opinions might create.
Although the cou ncil can state no
policy or opinion in advance of a particular fact situation, the council does
provide a forum for those individuals
who feel they have been treated unfairly by the news media.
Repeating Justice White's declaration in the Cox Broadcasting opinion,
" . . . reliance must rest upon the
judgment of those who decide what
to publish or broadcast. " And that is
exactly the case in this area of Minnesota.
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Oregon claims lead in fight for environment
by Edward Lief
"People look for social and
economic stability. But political leaders will get stability only by seeking
peace with the natural world. "
· So spoke former Oregon Gov. Tom
McCall in St. Paul last month. He
said , "Environmentally, we're in the
tenth inning of a nine inning game.
Yet environmentalists get blamed
even though the laws haven't gone
half way as far as needed."
McCall gained national attention
when Oregon adopted limited growth
and " ban the can" policies. Regarding Minnesota Gov. Wend en R.
Anderson ' s 1975 environmentalenergy message, McCall remarked
to his audience at Macalester College: "I always thought Oregon had
the to ughest environ mental protection laws in the country. But there in
Wendy's message is this : ' .. . the
1971 and 1973 legislative sessions
brought Minnesota the toughest,
most comprehensive set of environmental laws in the country.' "
Many in the audience laughed.
But McCall added, "I can't think of

any better contest than over who has
the most reverence for the environment." He noted with approval
Minnesota's Critical Areas Act, Mineland Reclamation Act, Power Plant
Siting Act, Environmental Policy Act,
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, and
Subdivided Land Sales Practices
Act.
McCall extolled Oregon 's statute
·prohibiting the sale of beverages in
non-returnable containers. Similar
legislation for Minnesota is opposed
by Gov. Anderson, organized labor,
and the beverage container industry.
He said a pop or beer can is seen
only about once every three miles
along Oregon highways and said
such cans are brought in by tourists.
McCall said banning non-returnables
is preferable to "the Keep America
Beautiful lobby's approach of having
the taxpayers give the highway department two or three million dollars
to pick the litter up."
Acknowledging that such "ban the
can" legislation "hurts the can companies," McCall observed , "When
they made automobiles, it hurt the

buggy whip makers.''
Land use planning is crucial, in the
view of the former Oregon governor.
He said:
" Land use planning is thought to be
a 'liberal ' idea. But just beca use land
use planning is pro-environment and
pro-human , doesn't mean that it's
anti-business. Liberals question the
idea that growth is always good, but
conservatives should be raising the
question too. If we use up all our resources, cover all the land with
supermarkets , industries and
houses, no further growth would be
possit>le. Our decedants would have
no option other than to preside over
the decline of the country.''
Yet McCall does see a need for "a
rational , democratic approach '' to
land use planning. He cited an incident in Oregon: "Our small towns as
well as big cities were ordered by the
1969 legislature to draft zoning ordinances and comprehensive land use
plans. Well, Lone Rock- population
16 - didn't seem to be responding to
the law. So I sent the mayor a reminder notice. His response by tele-

gram was immediate: 'No way, Gov·
ernor, no way!'
"The environmentalist who stands
before you is not a purist; but I am
saying we can only grow to the extent
that we and our natural systems produce," McCall said.
He observed: "Our growth has
been at the expense of our own and
the world 's resources. We may well
have buried more aluminum in landfills than any other country has even
used. Our standard of living is no
higher than Sweden's, yet we use
twice as much energy per capita."
McCall saJd, " Trying to sustain the
kind of economic growth this country
has had is not po ssible." And he
quoted with approval a statement by
columnist Garry Wills: "Each spurring of the economy with autos is like
the false cheer given an alcoholic by
just one more drink."
McCall is concerned about the future of the country: "This country has
no energy policy, no economic policy,
no land use policy, and no growth
pol icy. And the environ ment_alists are
constantly under attack. No one

who's in charge seems willing to rec'Jgnize that only by conservation of
energy and raw materials can we
sustain even a midly reduced standard of living. No one who's in charge
seems to recognize that land use
planning is key to the salvation of agricultural land, key to energy conservation, and key to the human spirit.''
But he hopes that other states and
indeed the U.S. government will follow the aggressive environmental
stance adopted by Oregon . Essentially he believes the Oregon approach is one of com mon sense and
ultimately of sound economic judgment. He explained:
"We said in Oregon that you can
have both a clean environment and
economic growth. I said to industry
many times : ·we don't like your rattle
and bang and smokestacks. We want
industry- but clean industry. We're
holding the line in Oregon. And eventually you'll find that industry will
queue up at our doors trying to get in
- because Oregon will be where
your executives will want to live.' "
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Reviewer not surprised

Law review top drawer
by Norton L. Armour
In all my life I had never sat
down to read a law review from
cover to cover. And yet my assignment was to give my impression of the first edition ever of the
William Mitchell Law Review.
In contemplating the task I
found myself wondering how
many of us upon the arrival of the
newest edition of our alma mater
law review (in my case the University of Michigan) skim the table of
contents, reading at most one of
the major articles and then finger
through the short, usually less
formidable, case comments on
recent decisions. The volume
then proudly joins prior editions in
chronological arrangement on an
increasingly full shelf awaiting
some future project that requires
an in-depth look.
It is probable that future law review volumes emanating from William Mitchell will slide into this
same routine, but for this first time
around I must admit that reading
"the whole thing" turned out to be
a surprisingly rewarding experience.
First of all the volume looks
good and is readable. The subtly
textured pearl grey cover with its
embossed lettering and portrait of
Justice Mitchell is uniquely handsome. Only the name of the college and the volume number and
year in black print at the very bottom break the color line. The text
is serious, humorless, high quality
legal explanation, analysis and
argumentation. The format fully
fits the traditional image of most
law reviews I have seen - scholarly and no nonsense.

Content is timely

,

~

The issues discussed cover a
number of timely legal controversies, dealing primarily with property rights rather than individual
rights. Topics touch the rights of
purchasers of real estate at tax
sales and purchasers of personal
property defectively man ufactured and causing injury.
Evolutionary property concepts
are discussed such as the expansion of real estate law in the forrn
of 'cubes of air' (condominium
law), and the new certainties in
estate planning due to the predictability of results for deposits of
cash in multiple ownership accounts provided by a new statute.
Two successful articles deal
with the possible unfairness of an
employer's strict liability to an employee when a third party tortfeaser was a partial participant in
causing the incident and the
retailer's strict liability under an
unlawful-sale statute where a purchasing minor provided the glue to
the minor whose death indirectly
resulted from sniffing it.
A case comment describes the
availability of an insurance

'Future'

J

l

company's duty toward an
insured as providing a res upon
which to peg jurisdiction for a lawsuit. One of the most fascinating
articie::, deals with worker's health
and safety disputes under OSHA
and the proper forum for settlement: strike or arbitration. A
glimpse is provided into the important social struggle among and between the employee's right to
strike, the employer's rights under
arbitration and the public interest
in a undisrupted society.
The writing for the most part is
successful in educating the reader
to the court's or the legislature's
dilemma, including the policy considerations and sometimes shortsightedness of either body.

Tax Titles
The Minnesota legislature is
taken to task in the first article. Tax
titles remain unmarketable in
Minnesota in spite of a 1969 law
providing both a one-year statute
of limitations for jurisdictional defects and a state assurance fund
to indemnify injured parties
wrongly deprived of their property.
Minnesota Title Standard 45 has
provided, in substance, that a title
remains unmarketable for 40
years unless supported by an action to quiet title or registration.
We learn from the writer that the
1969 statute providing a one-year
cut-off period has such major
gaps as to make it inoperative.
The result: the Minnesota State
Bar Association has adopted a
caveat to Minnesota Title Standard 45 restating its position on
unmarketability despite the 1969
change in the law.
In discussing the conflict between the judicial abhorrence of
forfeiture in real estate matters
(deprival of property) and the
need for efficient administration of
the taxing system (tax sales provide needed tax revenues), the
writer concludes that the forty year
period of the Minnesota Title
Standard Act is too long. With the
1969 statute inoperative, the writer argues that a thoroughly researched legislative overhaul is
needed to provide a trustworthy
shorter period (i.e.; 5 years), citing
the statutes of other states as examples of what might be done.

Condominiums
The Minnesota legislature is
also taken to task, but to a much
lesser extent, for the gaps in the
Minnesota Condominium Act
passed in 1971. The newness of
the law and the lack of available
judicial interpretation provide
another writer the chance to describe the concept of air cubes as
pieces of real estate and the three
basic types of residential condominiums. We are taken on an
easily understandable tour of the

problems of title, design, state
control of sales, creditor and liability problems. Of particular fascination to me was the attempt to define the problems of common
areas. Condominiums can be
viewed as an emerging social tool
offering a meaningful alternative
to consumers who desire the advantages of home ownership in an
urban setting where space limitations, quality of housing and/or the
desire for less time-consuming
responsibilities preclude the typical house and lot approach.

Multi-party accounts
The volume contains an enlightening description of the new Minnesota Muultiple-Party Accounts
Act passed in 1973. This law provides means for greater certainty
for estate planning purposes in
providing a known result for deposits of cash in joint accounts,
trust accounts and the new payment of death accounts (P.O.D.) if
the statutory process is followed.
Although the article was educational, I found the introduction left
a somewhat distorted impression
that the joint and other multiple
accounts offer a panacea to the
lower and middle classes as an
estate planning device. I think the
writer in this instance may not fully
appreciate that the creation of a
testamentary trust need not always involve large amounts of assets with heavy trustee charges
and that estate planning in its fullest sense to all economic levels
involves much broader perspectives than testmentary dispositions.
The author points out that advertising media are regularly available to financial institutions and
thus provide an efficient and effective means of educating the public
to new forms of multiple accounts.
Thus, banks are given the primary
responsibility of educating the
public.
Since individual lawyers cannot
advertise, I suppose there is merit
in this suggestion as a means of
letting the public know about this
new type of account. However,
one may well ask when does education leave off and the practice of
law begin? How about a collective
legal educational program? As a
final comment on this article, I can
only feel that it would have been
better had the name of the bank
whose form was used as an example been blocked out to avoid
any claim of free advertising or
endorsement by the law review
editors.

Retailer's liability
A particularly well done article
deals with the sales-abuse statute
holding a retailer absolutely liable
for damages on an admitted illegal
sale of glue to one minor who provided the glue to a second minor
whose death was indirectly
caused by it.

!nan attempt to unwind the multiple facets of proximate cause
that would provide the retailer with
a contribution to his damages
from the purchasing minor, the
writer, with a little help from Prosser, summarized the maze of considerations as follows:
"In legal cause the law has
created a chimeric monster of
multiple identities. A variety of
"tests" are applied by various
courts and writers, in its broad
sense proximate cause is a
plethora of loosely related problems of causation in fact, apportionment of negligence, foreseeability and unforseen consequences, intervening causes, shifting duties, and policy determinations."
The writer found the court erred
in holding the purchasing minor
was no more than a continuing
agent of the retailer who made the
illegal sale and hence the purchasing minor could not be held
directly as a participant in the
death of his friend. Was the purchasing minor a victim? Or, being
a minor, protected by the courts
like a "victim" in a statutory rape,
no matter how participatory?

Defective products
A products liability article involved a manufacturer's defect in
the production of a snowmobile.
The defect that caused the injury
was not hidden from the sight of
the purchaser. Was it material to
the recovering of damages
whether the defect was latent or
patent? Was the plaintiff aware of
the defect? Was he aware of the
dangerous implication of the defect? Did the plaintiff misuse, abnormally use or abuse the product? The court, according to the
writer made an error in applying
the objective "reasonably prudent
man" test rather than the objective
test of the plaintiff's actual knowledge, understanding and appreciation of the danger involved.
One of the finer articles is the
last one in the issue which
analyzes the employee's right to
strike and the employer's right to
submit labor disputes to arbitration under an arbitration clause. In
this case, the issue involved the
health and safety of coal miners.
The court held the presumption of
arbitrability applies to safety
strikes. Whether loss of hands,
legs and lives can be renegotiated
or whether the dangers facing the
miners were speculative and remote, the writer makes a sensitive
attempt to balance the court's arguments for arbitration with the
protected status of the right to
strike.

'Safe' subjects
My main critical observation of
the volume is its relatively "safe"
subject matter. I have no argument with the editors' stated purpose of focusing on Minnesota

law and practice. And this first
issue admirably succeeds in fulfilling that purpose. But the topics
selected are primarily concerned
with property rights. With the possible exception of labor's right to
strike when the worker's safety is
involved, the volume is devoid of
reference to the social and political issues which are very much
the fabric of Minnesota life.
Women's issues, prisoners'
rights, public funds for private
schools, conservation and environmental law issues, just to
name a few are so far ignored and
yet are of vital significance in this
state totally aside from national
ramifications.
It is my hope that future volumes will devote considerable
space to the leg_al ramifications of
issues concerning the quality of
life, civil rights, privacy, and indi,vidual liberties in Minnesota. All of
these must be subject to constant
legal analysis. The William Mitchell Law Review should be in the
forefront of this scrutiny.
Dean Heidenreich's introduction, the volume's one expression
of emotion, exhibits an understandable paternal pride at the
good work of his students. The
introductory comments of the
editor in chief (who deserves
much praise for her part in the volume) display a self-consciousness at the high level of accomplishment in this first issue.
For my part, after twelve years
of experience with William Mitchell students, I would have expected nothing less. I hope that it
is only the beginning of a continuing and vital educational tool to the
legal community and one that
proves to be a constant intellectual irritant and prod to our legislature and our courts.
Norton L. Armour is general
counsel and secretary of the
Minneapolis Star and Tribune
Co. He formerly taught taxation
of trusts and estates and estate
planning at William Mitchell.

Notice to alumni
A complimentary copy of
the inaugural issue of the
William Mitchell Law Review
was mailed to all alumni April
1.
Because the mailing list
may not be complete, some
alumni may not have received
a copy. Those who have not
and wish to receive one
should notify the law review
editor in care of the college.

(continued from page 3)

will diminish its dampening effect on our court system. Judges ought not to be
monopolized for a year or more on one complex case.
Similarly a way must be found to protect some rights, the enforcement of which
now seems to be beyond the ability of our present system. Class actions, once
thought to be the salvation of groups of consumers who have allegedly been put
upon, each for a small amount, by giant corporate dealers, have been in recent years
severely restricted. Ways must be found to eliminate those problems orto substitute
other cheap and efficient remedies.
All these things and more are on the horizon. Most importantly, the intolerable
paucity of legal services for the poor and middle-income client must be corrected.
The public and the legislature will simply have to abandon the misconception that
society cannot pay for legal services for the poor. Any society as affluent, even
during "hard times," as ours can afford first class education, good correctional
services, humane treatment of the mentally disabled, a firm yet flexible and compassionate structure for dealing with errant juveniles and, in addition, insure that every
member of its population has available at an affordable cost- free if necessarythe legal assistance to protect his or her rights. Snowmobiles, powerboats, microwave ovens - as long as we have these and the other trappings of a conspicuously consuming society - the lamentation of citizens and legislators that we
cannot afford good legal servjces for every citizen will ring hollow indeed.

Logan & Styrbieki
Certified Court Reporters•Statewide Notaries
Partners:
Vern J. Logan
Leo J. Styrbicki
John E. Styrbicki
Glenn J.

Bernard A. Lilja
Adrian J. Lavalle
Gerald D. Schissler
Mares

(Hearing Rooms Available)
W-856 First National Bank Bldg •

St. Paul, Minnesota 59101 • (612) 291-1095
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Mitchell researchers, lobbyists, politicians
by Bruce Hanley
and Steve Carsen
A sizable number of William
Mitchell law students work in
some capacity _at the Minnesota
Legislature each session . The
Opinion contacted this session's
contingent for a first-hand view of
the many-faceted legislative
process .
The Opinion found more than
twenty students (including one
representative) actively participating in the legislative process, two
instructors conducting a legislative clinic, and Sen . Jack Davies,
also professor and registrar of William Mitchell.
"I am delighted to have students around the legislature, " said
Davies, whose view is shaped by
his own 16 years in the Senate.
Other legislators must be pleased
with the work of the Mitchell students , Davies added , because
year by year the jobs are passed
down from student to student. He
termed the student's work " challenging, exciting and significant. "
Davies believes the substantive work at the legislature is
relevant to a number of law school
courses and provides a good balance to class work.
The work of students employed at the legislature ranges
from partisan to non-partisan ,
from background research to actual drafting of bills.
Students also represent outside interests at the legislature,
monitoring bills affecting their
clients and lobbying to protect
their interests.
Second year student Mike
Ahern holds the position as admini strat iv e assistant to the
Senate Health, Welfare and Corrections Committee. He is primarily responsible to its chairman ,
George Conzemius. This is the
third session Ahern has put in at
the legislature.
He describes the subject matter of his committee as "fas cinating, exciting and interesting." The
committee, he said , " is constantly
dealing with people problems
such as those affecting state correctional institutions and nursing
homes."
Duties and responsibilities include committee scheduling, attending hearings and keeping
abreast of the legislation being introduced in the five subcommittees that Health, Welfare and Corrections has been divided into.

•

David Allen is a second year
student employed by the Hennepin County Attorney's office. His
job is to keep track of bills introduced into various committees
that affect the Hennepin County
Attorney's office. He works mostly
with the Judiciary Committee .
Bills of particular interest to his
office include the proposed rules
of criminal procedure, the adoption of which the County Attorney
wishes to see postponed , and a
change in the Minnesota rape law
to limit the admissibility of evidence ofthe victim's prior unchastity.
Lawyers have a tendency to
overemphasize judicial law, Allen
feels. The legislature is a resource
for creating and changing law·
which too few lawyers use.
Allen has been associated
with the legislature in some capacity since 1967 when he was a
freshman at Macalester College.

summaries for Anderson each
day regarding what bills were to
be on the floor that day and who
was for or against a particular bill.
He also drafted bills and lobbied.
Sieging quit in January to devote more time to school. After
putting in 50-hour work weeks, he
felt he had been exposed to the
entire spectrum of the legislative
process.
Describing it as a " great experience," Sieging feels the combination of law school and work at
the legislature affords a student
an opportunity to have a positive
effect on government and to attain
a clearer understanding of how
government operates.

•

Third year student Dale
Busacker, says his job allows him
to "see how law is made and written ," taught him "how to lobby the
legislature," and has made him
" start realizing the problems of
how to make a law cover what it
should."
As administrative assistant for
the House Tax Committee,
Busacker does tax research,
drafts bills and amendments and
schdules meetings and hearings.
Busacker also got his job through
the placement office.

•

" One of the major flaws of
legal education, " according to
second year student Janice Flint,
" is that students don 't have a good
grounding in statutory law." Her
job as clerk for the Senate
Judiciary committee is "giving me
a lot of facility working with statutory interpretation, " she said .
Flint's duties include; scheduling bills for hearings, preliminary
research before hearings, answering questions from the hearings and coordinating bills as they
go through committee. She
worked last session on the Uniform Probate Code.

•

"Through working at the legislature you can see how you can
provide input into legislation from
a personal standpoint arid from
the standpoint of properly representing clients," commented Tom
Frost, a third year student who
has worked for the House Minority
Caucus since February 1974. He
is now executive secretary to
House minority leader Henry
Savelkoul.
Frost believes the experience
he is gaining will be invaluable to
him in the practice of law. As executive secretary he drafts bills
and amendments, does administrative tasks, and prepares reports
on bills coming up for consideration .
In Frost's opinion, the Mitchell
students working at the Capitol
have served to enhance the

image of William Mitchell among
the legislators and their staff.
Senior John Borg works with
'Frost as research consultant for
the House Minority Caucus.

•

Second year student Sue
Haigh works for Senate Majority
Research. This is the third session
Haigh has worked at the legislature.
She drafts bills, writes letters
to constituents and does research
for the thirty-eight Democratic
senators. One of the most beneficial aspects of her job, Haigh
says, is working with the statutes
every day and becoming familiar
with
their
nuances
and
peculiarities . "And it's more interesting than law school ," she
added.
Haigh feels the legislature
benefits from the talent Mitchell
can contribute because students
come into the legislature with
fresh outlooks and new approaches to problems.

•

Gail Hanson, a second year
student has " learned a lot more in
my given area than if I had just
gone to school. " Her job, like that
of most other Mitchell students of
the legislature, takes a minimum
of 40 hours each week. "To do a
semi-decent job in studying and
work takes evenings and
weekends, leaving little time for a
social life, " she lamented.
As a legislative analyst for the
crime prevention and corrections
committee , Ms. Hansen drafts
bills and does research work for
committee members.

•

" One may not think at first
blush that the things students are
doing at the legislature are exactly
law-related ," commented Dennis
Happel, a senior. " But you quickly
learn that there is more to the law
than the courtroom. The legislative process is something that all
lawyers can and should use, but
many don't. "
Happel is a legislative analyst
for House Research . House Research is a non-partisan unit
which provides a researcher for
each of the House committees.
The function of the researcher is
to study the bills coming into
committee to see if they are properly drafted and legally correct.
Occasionally a researcher may
receive a specific problem to research for a particular legislator.
Happel supervises several interns from state colleges who
work with House Research as
legislature assistants.
In addition to his regular employment, Happel is enrolled in
the legislative clinic and is currently working on passage of a bill
he drafted and redrafted himself.
The bill provides that three years

after a juvenile is no longer under
the jurisdiction of the juvenile
court, the court must expunge the
individual's records , unless the
county attorney shows clear and
compelling reasons for maintaining the record for one more year.

•

" Anyone with an interest in a
subject who is willing to put forth
some effort in seeking to effect
changes in the law will be welcomed with open arms to testify
before a Sena1e J udiciary Committee me eting /' said Neil
Heikkila, whose employers are
the Republican senators. He
works closely with the Senate
Judiciary Committee.
Heikkila, a junior, who obtained the job through the Mitchell
placement office, is very pleased
with the experience he is gaining
at the legislature . His duties are to
review and analyze bills referred
to the Judiciary Committee for
substantive problems and for the
political impact of bills from a partisan standpoint.
Heikkila feels his job provides
him with an excellent opportunity
to learn the statutes and to learn to
research statutory materials.
Another advantage of working
at the legislature in Heikkila's opinion is that the law making process
becomes more clearly understood ._It may, he feels, be easier
to change the law than most
lawyers think.

•

" No man 's life, liberty or property is safe while the legislature is
in session." 1 Tucker 249 (N. Y.
Surr. 1886).
The above quote was borrowed by Scott Holdahl, a third
year student, from an old New
York case to demonstrate how
many people view the legislature.
Several legislators at the Capitol
have the quote posted in their offices , he said.
Holdahl works for the Hennepin County Public Defender's office as a lobbyist. Holdahl is also
registered to loboy for the Minnesota Public Defenders' Association. His main responsibility is to
monitor and produce reports concerning some 250 bills that affect
public defenders.
Most of Holdahl's time is spent
reading the legislative journals
and Phillips Legislative Service ,
which summarize all bills being introduced. Bills affecting the Hen·
nepin County public defender's office are analyzed by public defender staff members, who make
suggested changes and comments.
The Hennepin County public
defender's office is also seeking
delay of the adoption of the proposed rules of criminal procedure
to allow practicing attorneys more
time to study them . Holdahl at-

•

•

Tad Jude is a second year
student enjoying his second term
as a House member. Jude was
elected when a senior at St.
Thomas college pursuant to a
successful appeal by the MCLU to
the Minnesota Supreme Court to
have his name placed on the ballot.
Jude feels law school and the
legislature go very well together.
"I work on passage of the laws,
the legislative intent of which my
fellow students and I try to interpret in class, " he said. In both environments one is working with the
law and observing its effect. The
greatest problem for Jude is time .
The legislature can require a great
deal of time, especially late in the
session, and it is common knowledge that law school does consume at least a small portion of
one 's time.
In the current session Jude is
working on the Transportation and
Government Operations committees in the House.
Jude likes politics and anticipates remaining in the field for a
while, but he considers his law
school training to be an excellent
background for whatever he may
do later.

•

Maury Landsman, a second
year student, took a leave of absence from the state public
defender's office to help with the
legislative log jam and thinks he
will " really get an inside view of the
legislative process."
As a clerk to the Senate
Judiciary Committee, Landsman
is drafting legislation and amendments, doing research and keeping track of bills.

•

" I think Jack Davies' advice on
having law students and attorneys
learn the workings of the legislature and state agencies is good
advice," commented second year
student Pat Martyn. He is a manage meht analyst working for
Chuck Coskran , program management coordinator for the state
Department of Administration. It is
their job to monitor and keep tabs
on legislation affecting state
agencies and to prevent duplication in state programs.
Martyn researches problems,
attends committee meetings, and
is generally becoming familiar
with the workings of the state Department of Administration .
Martyh states that he enjoys
his job at the legislature, and despite 65 hour work weeks is
pleased with the experience he is
gaining.

•

•

Dave Bieging is a third year
student and was until recently
administrative assistant to Irvin
Anderson, the Senate majority
leader. After running unsuccessfully for the legislature in 1972,
Sieging was hired by Anderson .
His responsibilities were largely
administrative: hiring staff, planning and budgeting. He prepared

tends committee meetings and
hearings regarding such pertinent
legislation.
" With the trend toward
younger, non-professional, especially non-lawyer legislators,"
Holdahl opines , " it is more imperative than ever for lawyers and law
students to keep a watchful eye on
what the legislature is doing."

House Minority Leader Henry Savelkoul at work with his assistants
Tom Frost, a junior (at left), and John Borg, a January grad (at right).

George Morrow is employed
by the Attorney General's office to
draft rules and regulations for the
newly enacted privacy law in Minnesota (MSA Ch. 479) . As it
turned out, Morrow, a transfer
from Cornell Law School in New
York, ended up redrafting the law
since it was defective in several
areas. Sen . Tennessen and Rep .
Lindstrom are the respective
proponents of the new bill in the
Senate and House.
Morrow indicated that Minnesota privacy law is highly respected nationally and several
states have produced bills similar
to the new Minnesota bill. Utah
has even passed substantially the
same bill. The Minnesota law may
become the basis for a National
Model Act.
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make their mark on legislative process
"Mitchell students at the legislature command quite a bit of respect," he noted. You run into
them everywhere you go over
there."
-

•

r
I

"I am pleasantly surprised that
the legislators are as hard working
and intelligent as I have discovered them to be," said Jim
Morrow, a freshman.
Morrow had never worked in
government before January 1973,
and he was somewhat skeptical.
But he finds his position as research consultant for House Majority Reseach to be interesting
and· educational.
Morrow spends two-thirds of
his time working on substantive
issues by attending committee
meetings, summarizing bills and
ascertaining their proponents and
opponents. His time is spent handling constituents' questions and
requests.
Morrow is responsible for
keeping track of issues of import
to the DFL majority that come before four committees - Government Operations, Health and Welfare, Judiciary, and Labor and
Management Relations.

•

-.

~-

'

''The educational experience
I've received working for Rep.
Salisbury Adams exceeds the
education I've received at Mitchell," commented Chris Remley, a
second year student.
Remley began working for
Adams in 1973 as a tax researcher. He is now a research
consultant for the House minority
caucus. His primary responsibility
is researching tax matters.
Remley feels that the kind of
experience which can be gained
working at the legislature is extremely valuable to a student and
may also improve job prospects.

•

i

is non-partisan, and its legislative
analysts serve the entire membership of all committees. As the
legislative staff acquires greater
expertise, feels Schramm, it more
effectively fills the role of properly
advising legislators.

•

"A lobbyist is a person who
feels that every client has a right to
have his or her interests promoted
in every possible manner within
the law."
John Tancabel, a third year
student clerking for Chestnut,
Brooks and Burkard, is a registered lobbyist for seven business
clients of his firm.
Tancabel reads the Phillips
Journal daily. He notes any Senate or House file which affects
any of his firm's clients.
There
are about 40 files in each branch
that he follows religiously.
It is an important part of lobbying to attend committee hearings
for particular bills. Tancabel says
that special interest groups often
fail to receive notice of important
committee hearings. He requests
notification from various committee secretaries. Even then the
notification may be last-minute or
not at all. As an added precaution
Tancabel checks daily the boards
around the Capitol where hearing
dates for particular committess
are posted. He regularly discovers
five to ten files coming up for hearing that he has not been notified
of.
"Defensive lobbying" is probably the largest part of the work for
clients; bills which will hurt a particular interest are closely followed and changes are suggested.
The lobbyist must determine
the feelings of each committee
member on a bill in order to ascertain how he or she will vote, and

how the committee will ultimately
decide the issue.
Legislators are usually very
open and willing to communicate
with the lobbyists, says Tancabel.
The legislators must be educated
as to how the bills will affect a
lobbyist's clients as well as other
segments of the populace.
Lobbyists must be completely
straightforward and truthful with
the legislators in order to be effective at all for their clients.
Tancabel also is enrolled in
the Legislative Clinic. He is utilizing his lobbying skills on behalf of
MPIRG to promote the passage of
a bill drafted by George Morrow to
give an individual the right to review records compiled against
him or her by state agencies. Tancabel is excited by the bill and excited by the chance to lobby for it.

II

Editor's note: Our apologies
to any student working at the
legislature who may have been
overlooked in this survey.

Legislator's electronic voting apparatus

Help your clients

••
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''Fun" does not seem to be the
word to describe the work at the
legislature for Mitchell students.
"Harried" might be more like it.
For every one of them it is a full
time job. But each seems to be
gaining something positive from
his or her job.

•

The idea for the legislative
clinic arose in 1974 when Ross
Kramer, then a senior, encountered a problem in the misdemeanor clinic. The problem
was a client who wanted to have
his record sealed. A local municipal judge would not grant such an
order, so Kramer decided to
change the law. Consequently,
K~a-mer who had been working
with Peter Lindberg, who has
since been appointed to the Hennepin County Municipal bench, as
a lobbyist, collaborated with Lindberg to changing the law.
This ye ar Judge Lindberg
and Kramer are supervising the
work of ten Mitchell students enrolled in the legislative clinic.
Legislative clinic students not contacted by the Opinion are: Dave
Lee, Bill Lucas, Mark Christensen
Tom Thunhorst, Jim Jensen, Bob
Walker and Jin, Campbell. All
have drafted bills for the clinic and
are lobbying.

First year student Robert
Renner is somewhat apprehensive about the prospects of facing
finals at the same time that the
legislature will be frantically trying
to bring the session to a close. At
the end of the session legislators
and staff must put in a large
number of hours in the last minute
rush to pass appropriate legislation. Saturday sessions become
the rule and attendance is required for all staff members.
Renner is a researcher for the
Independent Republican Caucus.
He works closely with the Senate
Transportation and Government
Operations committees. Responsibilities involve attending committee hearings, keeping tabs on
legislation being introduced into
the committees and answering
constituents' questions.
Renner feels that the work at
the legislature is a varied and continuous learning experience .
"The legislative staff is expanding, and if there is anything
encouraging about that fact, it is
that it makes the legislators less
dependent upon lobbyists and
state departments for information
and advice."
LeRoy Schramm, a second
year student, is employed as a
legislative analyst for the House
Labor Management relations
committee.
Schramm, who has a Ph.D. in
industrial and labor relations, is a
researcher on the Labor committee and the division of Government Operations dealing with
workman's compensation and
unemployment insurance. He
does background work, consisting
chiefly of researching comparable
legislation in other states, and
drafts labor bills.
Although Schramm is occasionally asked to handle a particular constituent problem for an individual legislator, House Research

•

Both Judge Lindberg, who
worked as a lobbyist for 1O years
before being appointed to the
bench, and Kramer believe that
legislative work affords a student
excellent job placement opportunities. The contacts one makes
are extensive, and if a student
does a good job, he or she may
make a favorable impression on
an eventual employer.
Both working at the legislature
and participating in the legislative
clinic helps a student understand
how the state political system
works and to learn about the
process of making the law.

with TCF savings.
Twin City Federal is a legal depository for
fiduciary or administrative savings accounts. And
a TCF account could be the perfect place for the
custodial, estate, or trust funds in your care.
For liquid reserve funds, try a TCF Passbook/
Passcard account. You'll have access to the funds
whenever they're needed ... and they'll earn a
solid 51/4 % per year, compounded quarterly. Accounts are insured to $20,000 by an agency of the
federal government.

The Capitol rotunda:
second home to many Mitchell students

Call any of the TCF offices
for detailed information on
how we can help you ... and
help you help your clients.
THE THINK HAPPY PEOPLE
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Corporate practice not just corporate law
by ·eing Weldon
As a law student, you're probably
aware that jobs for young lawyers are
scarce, low-paying or both. But
maybe you don 't know that many
corporations are actively seeking
young lawyers for their legal departments.
" I'd say that a young lawyer working for us gets more variety and a
greater chance to work on his own
than he'd ever have in private practice," says Robert Herr, corporate
counsel at General Mills.
It's not quite as great as it sounds
- new graduates will have a tough
time breaking into most corporate
leg al departments. They are mostly
looking for people with two to five
years professional experience. But
except for specialists like patent attorneys, almost any type of experience will do.
The Opinion interviewed three
practicing corporate lawyers and
found their backgrounds remarkably
diverse. Herr practiced a year with his
father in southern Illinois, then joined
General Mills iri 1941 . Jack Allen ,
senior counsel at the Pillsbury Company, spent two years as a smalltown Iowa lawyer and two years as
an assistant attorney general. The
general counsel for the Minneapolis
Star-Tribune, Norton Armour, was a
tax specialist and former William
Mitchell instructor who changed jobs
frequently before starting at the
newspaper. " You don't have to be a
corporation lawyer to work in a corporate legal d epartme nt," Herr says.
" We hand le everything here but
domestic relations and criminal matters-so I can't say exactly what kind
of background we'd look for in a po-

tential corporate counsel."
The 20 lawyers in General Mills'
legal department come from a dozen
different law schools; they work
closely with the Federal government,
and a thorough knowledge of Minnesota law is not essential.
Herr spends most of his time advising General Mills' advertising and
packaging people. He makes sure
they meet federal fairness standards.
Herr also reviews General Mills'
Saturday morning TV commercials to
assure their accuracy and to avoid
any friction with the FTC.
Pillsbury's Jack Allen enjoys diversity of corporate legal matters. He
wasn 't getting it before: "I started out
in general practice in Marion , Iowaand as an associate, I handled divorces where both sides haggled
over chickenfeed; wrote threatening
letters for past-due accounts ; and
filled-out hundreds of Form 1040s."
In 1963, Allen was appointed assistant attorney general in the criminal appeals division. " I enjoyed it
more than anything I'd ever done because it was pure law, and because I
didn't have to join every service club
in town to drum up business. BL.it
there was no future in it."
Allen thinks the advantages of
corporate practice are the pension ,
health and vacation plans that few
law finns can offer - and the slightly
less frantic business pace.
"I put in occasional weeknights
and Saturdays - but at least no
client calls at 3 a.m. saying his wife
locked him out of the house!"
At Pillsbury, each counsel handles all legal matters for a company
division, either directly or as a liaison
with an outside firm . Allen's specialty

is dealing with the FDA, and the other
lawyers rely on him for packaging ,
advertising and labeling questions.
He, in turn, relies on them in anti-trust
or contract problems. One of
Pillsbury's divisions markets and
stores grain, so he must also handle
the legalities of leasing grain
elevators, acquiring real estate, and
operating inland barges.
Herr and Allen say they practice
"pre.ventative law." Outside firms
handle most of their companies' litigation . As corporate counsel, they
practice mostly over the phone: they
write hundreds of opinion letters and
memoranda, but spend no time in
courtrooms.

Knowing regs helps
Overlapping and contradictory
federal regulations are a large source
of problems for both men. "Those
people in Washington have no clear
understanding of what is going on ,"
Herr lamente<;l. "We areri't supposed
to_ vioi~e a- person 's civH rights by
telling him how long his.hair can bebut it )ile let a person.wlth long hair on
our plant fl99r, the FDA t,.yill peal! over
Lis. Once w,e.fold_an OSH,'.\ insp.ector
be had.tQ trjm his sideburns before hecould check 01.w plant safety. " The
inspector called Washington, but had
to see a barber.anyway ..

Norton Armour· ·says· he is a
frustrated journalist, and he is finally
workjrig on a newspape·r. Armour
never thou_ght he'd be worki ng for a
big .cbrporaiiori , because ,he hated
being rost in the corporate structure.

" But here, with just three of us," he
says , " it seems like a small, private
firm - with everybody in the company as a client , from custodian to
chairman of the board ." Dealing with
a corporate practice, notes Armour,
is 80 per cent psychology and 20 per
cent law.
Because the newspaper is concerned with potential libel, Armour's
department practices " preventive
maintenance" - scanning investigative stories on editors' requests and
checking other features regularly. His
department also checks advertising
for misleading claims and appropriateness, although Armour says
they print every ad unless they find a
very specific reason not to .
Herr and Allen thought corporate
counsel's paychecks might be
slightly smaller than general practice
lawyers' with comparable experience. Armour feels they make as
much as any other lawyer. " At least,
the potential is there ," he says.
"There are great opportunities here,
too - although advancement usually
comes outside the legal department. " Armour is secretary of his
company, a usual second job for the
general counsel - but in all three
comP.anies, lawyers from the legal
department have moved into the
highest positions in the corporation .
. Advancement -involves a certain
amount of "corporate politics," one of
the criticisms leveled at corporate
la~yers: .

·Playing politics
is part of game
Armour feels that, at least in
larger corporations, a lawyer who

wants to advance usually knows
something about " playing politics."
But, " corporate lawyers are staff personnel, not line personnel. We don't
create the product itself, we advise
those who do. Therefore, only other
staff positions are open to us. So we
aren't really all that involved in climbing the corporate ladder."
With an LL.M. in tax law and years
of private experience, Armour disputes allegati ons that corporate
lawyers tend to have a superficial
knowledge ot the law.
· General Mills and other corporations are organized so that there are
lawyers in many departments who
handle acquisitions, tax problems
and labor relations, making retention
of counsel often unnecessary.
There is a paradox in corporate
law. It is not confined to that branch of
law, or even to law itself as a profession . Seeing distinguished, middleaged lawyers like Herr poring over a
box of " Lucky C hanns·· for missing
ingredients or trademarks, or imagining a fonner law professor like Armour blue-penciling the Tribune's
racy movie ads makes corporate law
seem a little trivial - until you realize
Herr was in Washington testifying before the FDA only days ago, while
Armour was about to check an acquisition deal in New York.
The fact that senior counsels still
find themselves concerned with .the
everyday business along with loftier
matters makes corporate law
perhaps more interesting to the
lawyer who gets bored easily. "I had
no idea how much general practice in
a small town was devoted to such
things as collections and tax returns ,"
Allen said. " Now I know. "

With the only comf:)lete title plants in Hennepin and
Ramsey Counties, we expect you to call us often. So
we're prepared. With an experienced staff ready to
give you SuperService. Call us on any title matter
- often.

May

Grads

Call Minnesota Title for

Minnesota Bar Review, Inc. will be accepting applications soon for its summer 1975 course.
The course features:
live lectures by an outstanding faculty.
- newly revised and updated study materials.
- air conditioned lecture facilities.
- . all lectures taped for review at
O'Shaughnessy language lab.
- convenient location (St. Thomas College).
The summer 1975 informational brochure is now
available in the William Mitchell office.

For further information, call or write:

MINNESOTA BAR
REVIEW, INC.
P.O. Box 16302
St. Poul, Minnesota 551 16
(612) 690-5132

In MINNEAPOLIS call
332'."5111

_____..,A_______

r

\

ABSTRACT DEPT.
Order and pick-up
Progress of order
Ownership information
ESCROW DEPT.
(Closing information)
ACCOUNTING DEPT.
TITLE INSURANCE
INFORMATION
Placing order
Progress of order
NAME SEARCH
INFORMAllON

In ST. PAUL call
222-4461

.,. _____A..______
r
"\

Ext.

203

287
273
201
291

233
231
273

ABSTRACT DEPT.
Order and pick-up
Progress of order
Ownership information
ESCROW DEPT.
(Closing information)
ACCOUNTING DEPT.
TITLE INSURANCE
INFORMATION
Placing order
Progress of order
NAME SEARCH
INFORMATION

Ext.

16 or 35
35
37 or 38
15
50 or 51
17

24
40 or41

TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY OF MINNESOTA

DOWNTOWN

SOUTH DALE

400 Second Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55401
332-5111

6700 Fronce Avenue South
Edina, MN 55435
925-4440
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Placement office reports activities
by Debby Radmer
From time to time I have been
asked to provide statistical as well as
general information on the placement
service to be included in the Opinion.
This I am happy to do. However, it is
extremely difficu lt to pro vide such
data when students do not provide
the placement office with statistics. A
Position Offer Form was mailed to all
seniors on three different occasions.
The form basically requests information as to what position the student
currently holds, whether the student
has an offer for a permanent position
subsequent to law school, and if not,
what the student's interests are for
employment. I ultimately had to
phone 61 out of the 117 December
graduates for the requested information. In addition, I do not have the
Position Offer Form from 31 of the 70
May graduates.
Seniors who did complete their
forms and return them to the placement office were included on the
placement bulletin mailing list. Since
last August, 33 placement bulletins
have been mailed to seniors and
alumni informing them of positions
available to them .
·
I will attempt to continue furnishing
the Opinion with information from
the Placement Office ; however, without student participation , the figures
submitted will not be an accurate accounting of the student body.
Here are some figures on the
placement service for the 1974-75
academic year:
eTo date, 17 interview sessions
have been held at the school, 5 for
government jobs, 12 for private firms

or corporations. Five were for metropolitan area employers, 11 outstate
and 1 out-of-state.
e199 students were interviewed
for these jobs.
eSeven students have accepted
positions as a direct result of interviews at the school. This figure only
reflects those who have informed me
when a student accepts a position. In
addition, some firm s have not yet extended offers. and some offers are
contingent upon passing the Minnesota bar examination.
eMy most recent survey indicates
approximately 60 percent of the December graduates have obtained
positions subsequent to graduation.
eA large number of employers
who contact the school do not wish to
interview at Mitchell. Approximately
109 Minneapo lis firms and corporations have contacted me in ihe past
year seeking to hire a Mltchell student, 60 St. Paul firms and corporations, 47 outstate iirms and corporations and 48 out-of-state firms and
corporatfons. Consequently, a majority ofihe students obtaining positions
through th e placement office did so
by contacting the em ployer personally as opposed to interviewing at the
school.
eThe placement brochure mailed
last fall to law firms throughout the
state cost approximate ly $3,000, incl uding printing and postage. Half the
cost was funded by the SBA and the
other half by the school.

Volunteers needed
On Mar. 13, I sent a letter to all third
year students primarily to inform

them of an attorney position available
to them upon graduation . My fin al
paragraph requested volunteers for
the placement committee. To date, I
ha ve received responses from two
st udent s volu nteering their services.
On Mar. 25, I sent a second letter to
all third year students enclosing information and applications for a clerk
position. Once again I indicated that I
needed student volunteers. If I do not
receive any response from my second letter, I must assume that third
year students are not interested in
placement.
We hope to send out a placement
brochure again this year to all the
attorneys In the state of Minnesota.
However, without assistan ce from
the third year students this task is
impossible. Failure to solicit for positions and interviews next fall Will definitely have an adverse affect on positions obtained by the 1976 graduating class.

Resumes
As a final note I would like to remind third year students specifically
that resumes are a very important
aspect ofiheir quest for a position as
an attorney. A book on resumes as
well as a number of sample ~esumes
from forme r Mitchell students is currently available in my office. Students
are welcome to use them at any time .
I would also like to remind students
that financial aid application forms
are com pleted only by appointment.
My office hours are Monday, Wednesday and Thursday, 8:30 to 4:30
and Tuesday 8:30 to 7:30.

calendar
Continuing Legal Education
courses
Current Issues in Environmental Law ... ........ .... ................. .April 18
Workmen's Compensation ... ............ ....................... ... ........ .. April 19
New Federal Rules of Evidence .. ......................... .. ........ April 25-26
Real Estate Developers and Lenders:
Headaches '75 ...................... ......... ............. ....... .. .......... .. ... May 2
Crimin al Defense Serninar ........ .... ... ................................... May 2-3
Consumer Law and Practice ........ ........ ............................ May 9-10
Trial Lawyers Seminar ......... .. ...... .... .................... ........... May 16-1 7
Corporate Law lnst itute ........................... -....................... May 30-31
10th Annual Criminal Justice Course ................. .... .... .. .. Aug. 18-20

TV Special:
Bankruptcy (six consecutive Saturdays,
8-9 a.m., Ch. 2) .......................... ...... .... ...... .. ...................April 19May 24
All CLE courses are open to law students for half tuition less the
cost of materials. Course materials are free for students, except
hard cover books which are available at a discount. For further
information, contact the CLE office: 373-5386.

CLE book sale April 30
The _CLE Spring Book Sale will
be held Wednesday, April 30 from
1O a.m. to 4 p.m. at 237 Nolte
Center on the University of Minnesota campus.

The annual sale features drastically reduced prices on all Continuing Legal Education publications of which the CLE office has
an excess supply.
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First faculty retreat productive
by Stephen Parrish
"Consensus" is the word that best
describes the Mar. 22-23 faculty
retreat at Spring Hill Conference
Center in Wayzata. Prof. Michael
Steenson commented that " changes
should be available because we all
realized there was a consensus."
"We realized that we were all
thinking about the same kinds of
things ," said Prof. Paul Marino .
"That's good to know ."
The conference was the brainchild
of Prof. Roger Haydock. Haydock
managed to cajole forty busy William
Mitchell faculty members to take a
weekend off to meet together to
discuss matters pertaining to the
curriculum and the teaching of law in
a relaxed and isolated setting away
from the school. It was a first-time
event.
The conference was not a forum
for policy decisions. As Dean
Heidenreich stated, 'The object was
to look at the curriculum, but not to
make any radical changes. "
The conference, however, went
beyond discussion and produced a
number of important decisions. One
of the meetings revealed a dire
lack of academic counseling for
students. It was decided to create
and implement a counseling program
in which students are advised of the
pitfalls surrounding their choices of
electives. Guidance on electives was
seen as crucial in view of the recent
change in curriculum. Implicit in this
decision was the recognition that the
course prerequisites stated in the
school catalogue don 't always mesh
with the course prerequisites

There was also discussion of
expected by the instructors. The
faculty agreed to remove this teaching methods . Prof. Rosalie
element of surprise by reforming the Wahl expressed delight and some
catalogue so that it coordinates with surprise that the consensus of her
colleagues was that the old school
the actual courses.
of
humiliating
or
Perhaps an outcome of the approach
conference which was the most intimidating students is countersalutary to the student body was the productive as a teaching device.
Haydock, in his review of the
faculty' s discovery that there are
gaps and overlaps of subject matter faculty conference, felt that five main
in the courses. Substantive areas like proposals had been agreed upon .
corporate taxation, modern equity Although these proposals are not
and sanctions were found to be areas absolute decisions, there is an
largely ignored by the required excellent probability, he feels, that
courses. Through discussion of they will be implernented by the next
these gaps in subject matter, the school year:
faculty was at least able to identify the
eGrades should be reviewed after
problems and informally suggest the first semester. This would be in
remedies. Certain curriculum add it ion to the present end of the year
changes may eventually result from review.
these discussions.
• Legal process should be taught
The discovery that more than one
course often covers the same subject the first semester of freshman year
was not viewed as detrimental. Dean rather than alternated with crim inal
Heidenreich stated that " certain law.
duplications are all right as long as
eA program of advanced research
we are aware of them." Discussions proj ects for third and fourth year
revealed overlap in torts and students should be put into effect.
constitutional law, contracts and
eA standard deviation test should
sales , and other related courses .
be performed on one of the classes .
Many of the professors felt that they
had benefited from the discovery of Such a test would indicate the test
score patterns of students. It would
these duplications , and some
show
whether
the
middlerevising of lecture notes was
of-the-class students receive consisimminent; but it was believed unlikely
tently middle-of-the-class test
that any changes in curriculum would
scores, or if there is a wide deviation
result. Marino felt that " Although
of scores from course to course.
there was overlap and duplication ,
each area cannot be taught without
•Proposed new courses are: a)
the other; and, there is enough remedies, b) the Supreme Court, c)
difference in the opinions of the federal criminal procedure, d) law of
professors that it will benefit the the elderly e) immigration and
students."
naturalization seminar, and f)

Wine-tasting party appar ent sueeess

employer-employee relationship
seminar.
The faculty, seems to have gained
some intangible benefits from the
conference as well . There is a feeling
that the faculty, particularly the new
and part-time faculty members, was
brought closer together . All the
professors interviewed were quite
positive about the experience. Most,
if not all, were in meetings from 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m. on Saturday. Some
meetings were also held on Friday
night and Sunday morning. Many felt
that these meetings were not only
beneficial to William Mitchell, but also
beneficial to the professors
themselves. The meetings provided
a forum for the discussion of the law,
curriculum and teaching, and as such
the faculty learned from each other.
No one will say, but it may be
inferred from sly grins and winking
eyes that there was at least a little bit
of social revelry. The final schedule
for the event promised that Dean
Heidenreich would hold a recital with
his kazoo in the sauna. We can only
hope that the event was well
attended.
William Mitchell is picking up the
tab for the weekend ($1,450). There
is absulute agreement that the Spring
Hill Conference Center was a
well-equipped and well-planned
facility for a conference. Was it worth
the c0st? The general feeling among
the faculty is '·yes." They feel the
bea utiful
surroundings
were
conducive to getting things done.
Physical intrusions, which are the
rule rather than exception at Mitchell,

were non-existent at Spring Hill .
Dean Heidenreich went as far as to
say " The money is relatively
insignificant. The value derived was
intangible." If the Dean is correct
about the intangible value, there is no
means of assessing the return on the
school's investment. Talk is already
underway about holding such a
conference annually, and, albeit
most faculty members are reticent
about the financial aspect of the
conference, there is an abundance of
enthusiasm over having another one.
By coincidence, the retreat took
place the weekend after the Mar. 17
trustees meeting which resulted in an
apparent stalemate over purchasing
Our Lady of Peace School. Although
not on the agenda, heated discussion
of the OLP situation took place. The
group formulated a basic game plan
for the Mar. 31 meeting of the board
and chose a faculty contingent to
attend. One of the areas of
agreement was that the actions of
certain members of the board were
detrimental to the interests of the
school. The stall in the OLP negotiations was felt to be unwarranted and
adverse to the law school.
A proposal made at the meeting
was the pledging of $1,000 by each
professor as a demonstration of good
faith and sincere interest in the
improvement of the school. Another
proposal made was to lobby actively
against the reelection of certain
trustees on the board. The
discussions represent the first unified
action by the faculty on the facilities
situation.

The Dean's Roast
(You've been waiting for it!)

When: -Wednesday, May 7

Dow Mneh: $4, including beer
with German buffet

Where: Prom Center
Main Ballroom

Details:

Happy hour
(cash bar)
Dinner
Roast

6p.m.
7p.m.
Bp.m.

students • alumni • faeulty
RSVP: WMCL alumni offiee

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS
Noon to 11 p.m.

BAR GRILL, Inc.
vd

A capacity crowd of around 150 students and friends plus a handful of
free-loading Friday night faculty members attended the SBA's annual winetasting party Mar. 14. The event featured cheeses, French bread and eight
wines, domestic and foreign. There were no leftovers. Both serious drinkers
and socializers seemed to have gotten their buck's worth, judging by the din
~ns:J giggles.

TRY OUR SUNDAY SPECIAU
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The Dean.
Believe it or not, the eager young man on page 1
grew up to be William Mitchell's dean. A guard
on the U of M's football team during the Bernie
Bierman era, Doug Heidenreich was noted in a
newspaper clipping of the time as a straight-A
pre-law student who, at 200 pounds, thought he
was too small for the squad and who, for luck,
always put his left shoe on first. Other photos,
from the Opinion's files, span the dean's career
from assistant dean (in library) to the present.
Mementos include the socializing; teaching and
parking ticket-giving dean.

TechnologY, ethics among dean's law concerns
by Jim Lundin
In July, 1964, Douglas R. Heidenreich was appointed acting dean of
William Mitchell. The next February,
he became dean. During his more
than ten years as dean, Heidenreich
presided over some dramatic and
important changes at the college.
During this time, he has also formulated some opinions and ideas concerning the law, lawyers and William
Mitchell.
The Opinion in a recent interview
sought to learn a little more about
what makes the dean tick before he
ends his 10-yearcareerthis summer.
The dean is reluctant to speak
about his personal achievements at
the school. He simply mentions that
the curriculum and faculty have improved and then gives the credit for
such accomplishments as the law review, the clinical programs and the
Opinion to other individuals and
groups.
When the subject turned to the law
generally, however, Heidenreich
launched into a subject of special interest to him: the right of privacy. As is
the want of most law school teachers,
he rephrased his interest in the form
of a question: How can the law, as a
device for social control, cope with
technological development?
•

There are dangers, he relates, in
the tendency of humans to do everything they find is possible. Technological developments now allow much
easier recording, retrieval, correlation and computation of information.
The ability to operate a national criminal information system has been
achieved with all its attendant dangers to the individual.
The law is a device that is meant to
respond to these societal changes.
The question now, according to the
dean, is whether the law will be able
to respond quickly and sufficiently to
such profound changes.

More laws
won't help
Will more laws help solve the problem? Not really, he feels. Rather, relatively simple rules can be implemented which would delineate the
specific powers which a bureacracy
or agency has and would separate
these power centers from each other.
On lawyers the dean also has
strong views.
The underlying desire of the
lawyer, Heidenreich stated emphatically, must be to help other people.
This goal is hindered by an emerging
distrust of lawyers by the public and

general. The dean compared lawyers
to dentists in this respect. One rarely
goes to either except whe'1 in need of
immediate help. One seldom leaves
either without it hurting. When a client
approaches a lawyer with a legal
problem, the outcome, even if legally
successful, is rarely fully satisfactory.
One aspect of this image problem
is the widespread view among the
public that a lawyer will make a simple problem more complex. And, in
some respects, the dean relates, this
is true. Everyday people engage in
business and social transactions
which, under the pristine analysis of a
UCC expert, are legally faulty. But
unless one party is seeking an out,
the transaction will be smoothly completed regardless.
The public does not look upon
lawyers as a group who wants to help
people. This apprehension of
lawyers is to some extent an insoluble problem. The dean feels that
more dialogue between the bar and
the public and between the lawyer
and his client would go a long way in
helping.
Lawyer's suffer
Surveys show, Heidenreich notes,
image problem
that people trust and respect their
The first problem lawyers must own lawyers. The problem lies not
deal with is the public's rather ad- with the reputation of the individual
verse view about the profession in but with that of the profession.

by the obvious expenses of legal services.
One solution, and also a means of
providing more legal services to the
public, is of special concern to the
dean. He feels that some type of
pre-paid legal insurance must be offered by the bar. Such a plan would
enable lawyers to provide legal services to groups who are in the most
need of them and have in the past
been sorely served by the profession.
Looking at lawyers as individuals,
the dean feels they are in a unique
position. While the profession often
suffers from the same maladies as
other professions, namely boredom
and routine, it allows the individual
lawyer the advantage of flexibility.
Unlike most professions, the lawyer
carries his tools in his head. This
characteristic gives the lawyer a
chance to move where and when he
pleases. He may work for himself, a
large firm or anywhere in between
with each endeavor adding to his experience and professional ability.

Too late to teach
morals in law school
When asked about unethical conduct by lawyers, the dean stated that
neither law schools nor law teachers
can solve this problem. An adult who
enters law school without a sufficient
moral background will leave law
school in the same condition. It's too
late to teach morals in law school.
Lawyers who have engaged in corrupt practices have been pursued by
other lawyers both in the criminal justice system and within the profession.
While in some cases the pursuit has
not been vigorous enough, the bar,
particularly in Minnesota, is doing a
good job. The dean challenges other
professions to demonstrate similar
remedial action.
Heidenreich intends to leave his
position as of July 31, and he is
clearly looking forward to that
change. If the trustees have a candidate who can take the job shortly
thereafter, he will remain on the job
until the new dean is available. If
there is no candidate, he will re. quest he trustees to appoint an acting dean.
The dean expects to remain a full
time faculty member at Mitchell.
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A look at European legal systems

Lesson: Don't leave undies in Austria
is regarded as a cultural institution in
which law is taught as a science.

by Duane Galles
Law students who are notorious
grumblers during their legal studies
may find it consoling to learn a bit
about the legal profession abroad.
Tales of the struggles of their
overseas brethren might aid them in
their struggles for admission to the
bar and might even be useful during
professional relations with foreign
lawyers later in life.
For example, it is helpful to know
that it is a criminal offense in
Switzerland to serve process or
make discovery from an American
lawsuit on Swiss soil. To protect their
traditional neutrality, the Swiss
prohibit the exercise of any official
foreign acts on their soil and back this
up with severe criminal sanctions.
Such acts can only be accomplished
by Swiss cou_rts, the request having
first been cleared by the Confederation government in Bern.
·

Law taught
as science
Hence, in a criminal law examination
the student may be asked to discuss
the concept of causation, who
espouses the sine qua non theory of
causation and finally which theory is
adopted by the penal code. Details
are not expected; these can be
looked up later in the code. The
course of study in Italy lasts four
years, but examinations are not required at any definite time and an
indefinite number of re-sits is permitted . To receive his degree the student must write a thesis under the
close supervision of a professor or
assistant professor. This is the real
hurdle of the law course .
On graduation the new doctor of
law must decide whether to enter the
bar, the civil service, or the

'Excessive
jurisdiction:'
beyond
Int'/ Shoe
Furthermore, your client could find
himself sued in a European country in
which he has never set foot under
what some authorities have called
'excessive' jurisdiction. Article 14 of
the French Civil Code provides: "An
alien, even not residing in France,
. . . may be called before the French
Courts for obligations incurred by him
in a foreign country toward French
persons." Thus, if an American
company contracts in the United
States with a Frenchman and a
dispute arises, the Frenchman could
return to France and sue the
company in a French court even if the
company never did business or had
any contacts with France. It is
obvious that civil law jurisdiction goes
hot only beyond the physical
presence doctrine of Pennoyer v.
Neff but also beyond the 'minimal
contacts' rule of International Shoe
Co. v. Washington.
Also if an American has assets in
Germany, Article 23 of the German
Code of Civil Procedure vests the
German courts with in personam
(and not simply with in rem)
jurisdiction. If a Minnesotan inherits
property worth $5,000 in Germany
and hits a German tourist in
Minnesota, the tourist can return to
Germany and sue the Minnesotan
there for full damages claimed. The
most notorious recent example of the
use of this provision concerned the
skier Jean-Claude Killy. The plaintiff
filed a paternity suit against him in
Austria which has a provision similar
to the German Article 23. Since he
had long since left Austria, the court
took jurisdiction under this Article .
The property left behind was a piece
of underwear left in an Austrian hotel!

magistratura. A person choosing the
bar serves a one year apprenticeship
before sitting for the state
0

The French courts as Daumier saw them. (Print hangs in WMCL lounge.)

(ADR's) for European securities , the
Convention coupled with the
excessive jurisdictions cou 1d have
widespread impact. (An ADR is a
receipt given an American by a large
United States bank which holds
custody of the actual security in its
overseas branch to comply with local
exchange control laws which
frequently require physical presence
of the security in the country of issue).
Execution could be levied on such
securities to satisfy a judgment of
another Common Market country.
Hence, more contacts with European
lawyers may occur in the future .

Common v. civil law
Every freshman law student
quickly learns that there are two great
world legal systems, the Anglo-Saxon common law system
and the civil law system . The
common law, they learn, was the law
made by the king 's judges common
to all England and superseding local
law. The civil law is based on Roman
law and has as its main source the

Emperor Justinian 's Codex Juris
Civilis. The two systems are based
on very different methods. Common
law is ind uctive: it begins with
individual cases from which a general
theory is distilled. Civil law is
deductive: it begins with the theory

enshrined in the Code and applies it
to different cases. It is not surprising,
therefore . that the two systems have

legal professions differently strucOf course a judgment and a tured and lawyers differently edu·satisfaction are two different things. cated .
So long as one's client has no more
In civil law countries the legai
than a piece of underwear in Austria system is usually divided into four
and does not return to Austria, he
groups, the bar, the bench , the public
need not be concerned. That would
prosecutors and the law professors.
be true absent the Common Market
The four are seen as distinct careers
·Judgments Convention (effective
and seldom is there the interaction
1973), which is the European equiamong these groups which one sees
valent of the 'full faith and credit' in the United States. A law student in
clause of the United States Constitu- most cases makes his choic~ of
tion . That Convention permits execucareer on graduation day.
tion of any Common Market country
In Germany, all lawyers undergo
judgment in another Common Market
the same basic training , whether
country against the assets of anyone judges, ad vocates , notaries, public
not a national or domiciliary of a prosecutors or professors. One
Community member-nation. Hence,
leaves the gymnasium (secif an American company had assets
ondary school) at age nineteen
in Italy, a French plaintiff could take or twenty and already has about the
his French judgment to Italy where equivalent of an American junior
the Convention would compel the college education. One then enters
Italian courts to execute it.
the university for a course of legal
Considering the substantial study lasting three and a half to four
number of Americans owning years. German university students
American Depository Receipts usually spend their university careers

at two or more universities. Classes
are problem-oriented but the
casebook is not used, since there is
no doctrine of stare decisis in civil
law.

firm: German corporations consult
house counsel rather than outside
attorneys. Fees are strictly regulated
and governed by statute. Contingent
fees are prohibited .

The notary in Germany and most
civil law countries holds a respected
place in the legal profession. It is his
function to draft legal forms , and to
Having completed the course of
authenticate wills and deeds. The
study, the student then sits for the
position is quite lucrative. Fees for
Staatsexam set by both judges and
authenticating vary with the value of
professors. If he passes it, he begins
the transaction.
an internship during which he is
Judges in Germany form part of the
called a Referendar and gets a
monthly allowance from his state bureaucracy. They are independent
government. The internship lasts two and are not bound by precedent
and a half to three years and during it (except that of the Federal
the Referendar is exposed to every Constitutional Court). They are
field of law, spending time in local , appointed for life with fixed salaries
district and intermediate appellate and cannot be dismissed , suspended
courts; the public prosecutor's office ; or given different fun ctions until age
the office of an advocate and notary 65. They rank as other higher grade
and in the civil service. The Ref- civil servants and have less prestige
erendar may also elect to spend than American or British judges. But
up to six months in study abroad (with unlike Anglo-American judges, their
pay) . His progress is watched by the role in a case is far from passive. In
president of the state court of Germany the roles of judge and
counsel are the inverse of the
appeals.
Ang lo-American system: It is the
At the end of the internship the judge who questions the witnesses,
young· German sits for a second develops the facts and controls the
Staatsexam -this time set by judges progress of the case.
and state officers and held outside
the university. The examination is
Law professor
partly written and partly oral and

No stare decis is

covers the learning and experience
of the past se ven y ea rs . It may
consist of up to fourteen written tests,
e a~h lasting five to eight hours .
Having passed the second Staatsexam, the student becomes a

qualified lawyer and decides if he
wishes to enter the judiciary, the
public prosecutor's office or become
a 'free lawyer'. If he chooses the last,
he will be admitted to the local bar
without further examination and
becomes an attorney.
German law offices are quite
different from their American
counterparts . Typically they are
small . The solo practice is the most
common. Unlike many European
countries ,
Germany
permits
partnerships, but even where these
do exist, they are quite small. An
office of ten to fifteen attorneys is
considered large, and these are
usually found only in the large cities,
specializing in international law,
anti-trust and Common Market
problems. There is no German
equivalent to the large Wall Street

has prestige

examination. If he passes it, he is
admitted to the bar. The Italian bar is
divided into two groups, procurators
and advocates. These are theoretically distinct, but practically
the distinction is merely a matter of
seniority. The distinction is derived
from ancient Roman times. In theory,
the procurator is the agent of the
parties: he prepares the documents
and is a legal technician . The
advocate by contrast is regarded as a
spokesman for the parties. Hence,
each party must have a procurator
but need not have an advocate. The
distinction is blurred, however, since
any procurator of six years standing
may become an advocate, and most
advocates retain their qualification as
procurators.
The Italian bar retains some
vestiges of the caste system. At one
time it was in derogation of his birth
for a nobleman to enter commerce.
The members of the Italian bar to this
day are strictly prohibited from
entering business or from taking any
employment
professional
or
otherwise. Hence, he may not
employed by a corporation, although
he may be retained on an annual
basis. Partnerships are forb idden,
though many lawyers share offices
and expenses while maintaining
separate practices. As in Germany,
fees are prescribed by law and
contingent fees are prohibited.

be

The magistratura includes both
judges and prosecutors. In Italy the
branches of government are not only
separate but also distinct. The
judiciary is a career, and appointment , promotion and supervision is exclusively by judges.
To become a judge, a law graduate
must pass a difficult examination. He
then becomes a judicial auditor for
two years . After 18 months' apprenticeship, he may take the
examination for judicial adjunct and,
if he passes, he may do duty as a
tribunal magistrate (judge) . For the
examination, he must write three judicial opinions. After three years.he is
judged fit or not to be appointed
judge. If not, he is discharged. If he is
appointed, he receives life tenure .
The tribunal magistrate may serve
either as judge or prosecutor.

The other important part of the
legal profession is the professor of
law. The professor is prestigious and
influential. The civil law tradition
since Gaius and Ulpian in Roman
times has been heavily influenced by
great writers of jurisprudence, and it
is the role of the professor of law to
state the law in clear and logical language. In letters as well as law, Europeans are given greatly to precision
of expression; a badly drafted statute
or a vague opinion is a reproach. This
preoccupation with language is not
mere pedantry. Since all law is
The French legal system is similar
codified , it must be clear and precise ;
clarity or efegantia juris is not mere to the Italian. The course of study
luxury. Hence, it belongs to the pro- lasts four years and like the Italian is
quite abstract. The course includes
fessor to state the law clearly.
The Italian legal profession is political and social science as well as
similar. It includes professors , law. The tradition of noblesse oblige
judges, prosecutors, advocates and remains in France. The profession is
notaries. The traning, however, lacks divided into advocats and avoues ,
the precision and thoroughness of although today the distinction is
the German system. Law as taught in meaningless. Members of the bar
the universities is not prob- may not engage in commerce and
lem-oriented . Rather , law school may not practice in partnership.
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Police awe students with insiders' views
by Mark Pfister
William Mitchell students got more
than information from a rec·ent Extra
Hour presentation on criminal investigation techniques. Joe Marshall,
chief investigator for the Attorney
General 's office and a third year
Mitchell student , served as moderator for panel members Russ
Krueger and John Searles, homicide
detectives, Minneapolis Police Department; Robert O'Rourke, chief investigator, Hennepin County Public
Defender's Office ; and Terry Laber,
Bureau of Criminal Apprehension.
The numerous anecdotes which
were at times acted out by Krueger
and O'Rourke transformed a potentially dry topic into hilarious entertainment. To the surprise of many,
police ineptness proved a rich source
of material for Krueger, Searles and
O'Rourke, formerly a Minneapolis
police homicide detective.
Searles told students, tongue in
cheek, the first thing done on arrival
at a horn icide scene is to "clear out all
the nosey cops." Krueger told of once
arriving at the scene of a gunshot
homicide and finding that a police officer had moved a corpse around
causing large amounts of blood to
drain out on the floor. Then the officer, while digging bullets out of the
walls, tromped around in his wafflesoled shoes filling the room with
blood tracks.
"There is no check list of procedure
when investigating a crime," stated
Marshall. A good criminal investigator must rely on experience and
feelings or hunches. The investigator
looks for things which do not seem

"right," that is, physical evidence
which does not add up. O'Rourke
stated that he investigates a
homicide by starting from the body
and working his way out in a circle
looking for evidence.

'Snitching' is risky
The use of informers was discussed at length. Krueger feels that
the FBI has spoiled " snitches" with
money inducements. Information received by this method has proved unreliable more often than that obtained
with the trading of favors.
Before money was used (only recently available to local law enforcement agencies for informants), detectives had to "cultivate their snitches"
by "fixing" (dismissing) pending criminal charges , stated Krueger .
Krueger indicated he has no reservations about fixing a burglary to solve a
homicide. Searles pointed out that
you only "trade up."
On one occasion, Krueger was investigating a shooting at a bar. Witnesses refused to talk. Then Krueger
spotted someone at the bar who
"owed him." He pulled the guy outside and told him, "Jesus may have
your soul, but I've got your ass." The
man paid back a prior favor by pointing out the assailant.
It was pointed out that snitching is a
risky business. Many informants
have to be given around the clock
protection if they are expected totestify in a murder trial. Some even become notorious such as " Snitchin '
Bill" and "Testifying Tai."

Recalling own
mistakes helps ex-cop

to Krueger's acting out the " mean
guy/nice guy" routine which police
often used before the Miranda
decision came down. Krueger played
the heavy and O'Rourke played the
nice guy. Krueger would push the accused hard. O'Rourke would come
in, get Krueger out and then would tell
the accused that he didn't know how
long he could keep Krueger away
from him. It was emphasized that this
is a technique of the past.
Terry Laber discussed chemical
analysis in the crime lab. He noted
that the crime lab can be 97 percent
sure that a particular blood sample
came from a given individual. The lab
ru.ns ABO, Rh-factor and two enzyme
tests on blood. Only a spot of blood is
needed if it is on a good surface , such
as clothes . If the sample is taken from
blood on the ground, a larger amount
is required .

As a defense investigator,
O'Rourke finds his past police experience helpful. When he is investigating a crime, he will ask himself
" now what rights did I violate when I
was a cop." He will then try to center
his attention on these vulnerable
points. He pays special attention to
the chain of evidence. It is very important to find out who found what evidence and how many touched it before it was turned over to the crime
lab. One important defense tactic is
to show that the evidence is contaminated, such as when there are traces
of tobacco or cookie crumbs on an
expired cartridge because it was in a
policeman's pocket before being
turned in to the crime lab.
O'Rourke attempts to raise doubt
about the reliability of the
Seminal tests were also disprosecution 's evidence. Even if in the
cussed. Most individuals are 'excretend the evidence is admitted , the jury
ers .' Excreters, said Laber, have the
may have doubts about its reliability.
characteristics of their blood in the
O'Rourke commented that the acchemical make-up of both semen
cused often lies to his own attorney
and saliva. Therefore, the crime lab
more than he does to the police. After
can be 97 percent sure that a sample
O'Rourke gets the accused 's version
of semen came from a specific perhe then will go out and spend many
son if he is an excreter. Non-excreter
hours disproving it. When the client is
do not have these identifying characconfronted with the evidence , he
teristics. Krueger added that in more
often begins to cooperate.
cases than one would believe the kilO'Rourke stated that cops don 't
ler will masturbate over the dead
want to put someone in jail who did
body, tbus aiding to establishing his
not commit the crime, a fact which is
identity;
helpful to the defense. If O'Rourke
The identity of various kinds of
discovers something which just does
not fit, he will take it to the police and drugs, such as heroin, cocaine , and
marijuana can also be identified with
they will check it out for him.
The student audience was treated very small samples.

ANN B.
HOOTEN

Qualified
Document
Examiner

Opinions

rendered

regarding

handwriting, typewriting, erasures,

alterations,

inks

and

related problems.

3813 Sheridan Avenije S.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
WA 2-3060

After nearly two hours had gone
by, the Extra Hour was concluded by
Marshall. It was obvious that the student audience had been treated to
only a small fragment of the
knowledge and experiences of the
panel members.
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~GRANDVIEW
W hen school's out,
see us for your
summer beverage needs.

LIQUOR STORE

Open 'til 8 p.m. M-F
'til 10 p.m. Sat.

"Prices law
students can
afford."

1818 Grand Ave. at Fairview-St. Paul
From Mitchell : East on Summit to Fairview,
turn left, go one block.

For lunch • For dinner • For popovers
No liquor

800 S. Cleveland
(across from Powers in Highland Park)

l

651 So. Cleveland

DELICATESSEN
BAKERY
RESTAURANT

698-9792

Real Jewish Foods
Handmade Desserts
Hot Bagels. Kaisers
Rye Bread
From Our Own Ovens

"Fine clothing at a convenient location."
HOURS:
MON.-10 to 9
TUES-10 to 6
WED-10 to 6
THURS-10 to 9
FRl-10 to 6
SAT - 10 to 5:30

1666 Grand Ave.• St. Paul, Minn. 55105
699-1708
"Only six blocks from WMCL."

149 N. Snelling
646-8644

698-0724
OPEN SUNDAYS

Turitto,s Pizza
FOOD TO GO

LUX LIQUORS

Randolph at Cleveland
698-1001
Pizza -

EATIN

Submarines

GRAND~
REDV

R DBIN

CLEA N ERS

226-2641
644 GRAND

690-2388
2014 FORD PARKWAY
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA

TAKE.OUT

WHY BUY AT

Thomas Liquors?
CORNER OF GRAND & PRIOR
CLOSEST TO SCHOOL (2 BLOCKS)
KEG BEER IN STOCK
NEW BEER WAREHOUSE (SUPER PRICES)

THAT'S WHY GOOD TIMES
START AT THOMAS LIQUOR
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Impact of state, federal information acts unclear
by Bruce Douglas
Invasion of privacy has taken an
interesting turn since 1890 when two
authors, Samuei_ Warren and Louis
Brandeis, wrote their famous law review article lashing out at what they
considered to be a scandalous and
licentious press. Americans today
are finding it necessary to curb government action which invades their
privacy -and the press is a formidable ally.
The proliferation of the various
government bureaucracies has
brought with it a unique development:
a concomitant proliferation of data
collection , storage and retrieval systems and devices . In one sense
these systems - commonly dubbed
" data banks" - sum up modern
man's pride in new technology, symbolize his perpetual desire for efficiency. In quite anothe.r sense, however, they represent for many the
danger of having the government
know too much about its citizens .

Need to balance interests

the record data which are not completely accurate. If the consumer disputes an entry in his files the agency
must reinvestigate . But if in its judgment the information is not totally inaccurate the consumer must be satisfied with a short rebuttal statement
inserted in the file . (The statement
may be limited to 100 words now if
the agency assists the consumer in
writing a clear summary of the dispute.)

Minnesota act:
'Content and meaning'
Along this line the Minnesota
Legislature passed in 1974 its own
version of a Freedom of Information
Act. Minn Stat.§ 15.162 (1974). Applicable to all records held by government, it gives subjects of the data'
the right to inquire of any agency
whether information is being kept on
them and the right to be told of the
content of any files.
The operative part of Minn. Stat. §
15.165(e) reads in part:
Upon request to a responsible authority, an individual shall be informed whether he is the subject
of stored data and if so , and upon
his additional request, shall be informed of the content and meaning of the data recorded about him
or shown the data without any
charge to him. (Emphasis added.)
It is apparent from a quick read ing
of this statute that some of the problems with the word ing of the Fair
Credit Reporting Act may have been
engrafted onto Minnesota's new law.
But this problem has not developed
into one of major proportions as one
might expect.
Don Gemberling, sen ior management analyst for the state Department of Administration, Information
Systems Division, supervises the
data privacy unit and is one of the
state's experts on the application of
the law. He said this difficulty with the
wording of the new statute was apprehended immediately after its
enactment. It has been the position of
his department, however, supported
by an informal opinion of the state
attorney general's office, that the
purpose of the law was to allow citizens to see their files, and not permit
government officials to hide behind
the words " content and meaning. "
According to Gemberling most
state agencies are complying with
the liberal spirit of the law and disclosing to individuals their actual files .
The construction placed upon this
phrase by his department is that
" content and meaning" are sufficient
only when showing the actual file is
not possible, which should not happen too often.

How to balance these competing
interests - on the one hand ,
government 's need for accurate
statistical and social data, and on the
other hand, the citizen's desire for
protection from abuse of that data is being dealt with by state and local
governments on virtually a yearly
basis throu9h laws designed to give
citizens access to data held by government, while limiting uses to which
data may be put.
In 1966, the United States enacted
the Freedom of Information Act.
5U.S.C.A. § 552 (1967). This is not a
" privacy" law: the thrust was to open
many government files to the public.
Information which could be chargcterized as public information was accessible by the average citizen . This
included much government research
in the consumer products area , and
in other areas not related to national
security. As with most such privacy or
right of access laws, exceptions were
created and each agency may designate certain data as privileged .
Yet the law has been helpful. In
one recent court action, Consumer's
Union successfully sued the
Veteran's Administration to compel It
to release data collected regarding
the effectiveness of hearing aids.
Consumer's Union of U.S. , Inc. v.
Veterans Administration, 301 F.
Supp. 796 (S.D.N.Y. 1969) appeal
dismissed as moot, 436 F .2d 1363
(2d Cir. 1971) (V.A Administration.
whi le appeal from order denying partial reli ef t o CU was pe ndi ng,
amen ded its ru le to permit disclosure).
Another federal law with which
many Americans are already familiar,
and which first-year students study in
School records
their torts classes, is the Fair Credit
One area to which this law applies
Reporting Act. 15 U.S.C.A. § 1681 is school records. It was feared by
(1974). This act gives consumers the many school districts in the state that
right to protect themselves against they would be bombarded with recredit reporting agencies which dis- quests from students and thousands
seminate information about the of alumni to see their files and to
c9nsurner's bill paying habits and learn, for example, what their fifth or
other more personal data, to pros- sixth grade teachers thought about
pective lenders, employers and gov- them .
A short time before the effective
ernment agencies upon request.
The nightmare of large computer date of the statute last fall some
data banks containing consumer school administrators approached
credit information becomes a reality the legislature in the hope of amendeach year for many Americans when ing the law to provide an exemption of
they discover that because of a dis- school districts from its operation. No
pute over a $5 billing with Big Oil Co. such amendment was passed.
three years ago their credit rating is
Gemberling said, however, that the
no longer A+ and may be preventing anticipated· flood of requests simply
them from getting that new job they failed to materialize and that his de·so desperately need.
partment, which supervises comThe Fair Credit Reporting Act al- pliance with the law, has encounlows a consumer to go to his local tered only a few problems with school
credit reporting agency and at least districts.
be told the "nature arid substance" of
For example , Gemberling exthe information contained in his file. plained that most school districts
This is not, however, the same thing keep two basic kinds of records on
as a right to see the files , but it is a students. Generally, they maintain a
small step toward making the credit card containing on one side a
reporting agencies accountable to student's attendance record and on
tt,e subjects of the data. Many argue the other, remarks made through the
that this act does not go far enough years by teachers and counselors
and that the right to see one's files is about the student. Some school discritical.
tricts believed that the law applied
The consumer is not entitled in only to the attendance record but
most cases to have expunged from were told to their apparent dismay by

Gemberling that the law meant what Minn. Stat.§ 15.17 which deals with
it said: all the records.
public records and says that all such
In one case a school district main- records must be accessible to the
tained a card system which con- public. If the material on individuals is
tained information of both types on public information, then anyone has
the same side of the card. In order to as much right to see the files as does
avoid disclosing what it considered to the subject himself.
be sensitive material, it taped over
Gemberling said that the proposed
those portions of the cards. But when amendments to section 15.162
a few parents complained about this would establish three classifications
and demanded to see the entire of data: public, private and confidenrecord upon threat of legal action, the tial. Anoth,e r proposal is the estabtape was removed.
lishment of a Privacy Board to over" The law is uncomfortable for see the operation of the new law.
some, " said Gemberling. " If the
Are there cases in which outsiders
cards contain objective information may wish to see information conno one is too worried. But if thev are tained in another person 's files? Rob
full of subjective information (school Scott, head of the Juvenile Division of
officials) are wo rried about lawsuits."
the Anoka County Attorney's office ,
The law, Gemberling estimates, indicates that it may be necessary for
applies to 92 percent of all state re- probation officers to peruse a
cords. Those which deal with med- student's records in order to help him
ical or psychiatric data, or criminal if he gets in trouble.
records are excluded by express
The current practice in Anoka
provision of the statute.
County, according to Scott, is to obOne good feature of Minnesota's tain both the student's and his parlaw is that if a person discovers inac- ents' signatures on an authorization
curacies in his file he may compel a form and then request the informacorrection . The person may also go tion from the school.
to court and recover damages for
School records are useful in
willful noncompliance with the dis- another way, Scott said, for example,
closure requirements of the law. So in-the area of child neglect. Even obfar no lawsuits have been filed.
jective data such as attendance reports and remarks like "Johnny came
to school today with two black eyes
Will the law prevent
and bruised arm" may indicate a
collection of needed problem at home which county weldata?
fare officials may wish to investigate.
One drawback of this law, how- Scott believes that it would be the
ever, admits Gemberling, is that it duty of school officials to report such
tends to discourage agencies, espe- information, pursuant to other state
cially schools , from keeping certain laws, to the appropriate public authorkinds of records . Some school dis- ity.
tricts have opted not to keep data of a
The Minnesota Freedom of lnforsubjective nature. There is appar- m ation Act applies only to
ently no state law which requires government agencies. (Hence, students should not expect to march into
them to do so .
The law requires that once an indi- the office of this law school and devidual who gives an agency data is . mand access to th~ir files under this
told the purpose of the data gather- law.) Other federal laws, however,
ing, the information may not be put to may apply to private collectors of
any other use. But an ·agency may, data as well.
under the current version of the law,
The law is new and is due to be
change the uses to which the data amended in 1975. As with most new
may be put simply by filing a new legislation a period of "getting the
statement
of
purpose
with bugs" out may be required .
Gemberling's department. Under the
proposed amended version of the
New federal act
A final , and the latest, enactment in
law, even that requirement will be
this area is the Federal Privacy Act of
dropped.
Although the law gives the subjec.t 1974. 5 U.S.C.A. § 552a (Supp. Feb.
of the data the right to see his files, 1975). See Pub. L. No. 93-579, 1975
there is no exprE?SS right Qranted to U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News at
keep everyone else out. This pre- 6893.
sents an as yet unresolved problem
The result of several years of work
because of an apparent conflict with by a subcommittee , chaired by
The Student Bar Association
of
William Mitchell College of Law
2100 Summit Ave.
St. Paul, Minn. 55105

Mitchell students at the legislature .

former U.S. Sen. Sam Ervin, of the
Senate Government Operations
Committee, the law deals particularly
with the establishment and control of
government data banks. A sevenmember Privacy Protective Study
Commission is established . Two
members of this Commission will be
appointed by each house of Congress and three by the president.
Noting the proliferation of government data banks, containing an increasing amount of data on individuals, the law attempts to provide some
safeguards against abuse of the information, for example, unauthorized
access and dissemination . The
specifics of this new law are beyond
the scope of this article, but it should
be noted that the General Services
Administration's (GSA) proposed
FEDNET system - the " ultimate"
data bank - portends dangers that
only a vigilant society may guard
against.
What is FEDNET? In an address in
February 1974 to a meeting of the
Domestic Council Committee on the
Right of Privacy, then Vice President
Gerald Ford described it as follows:
***The contemplated system,
known as FEDNET, would link
Federal agencies in a network that
would allow GSA to obtain personal information from the files of
many Federal departments. It is
portrayed as the largest single
governmental purchase of civilian
data communication in history.
I am concerned that Federal
protection of individual privacy is
not yet developed to the degree
necessary to prevent FEDNET
from being used to probe into the
lives of individuals. * * *
Mr. Ford urged that a "privacy impact statement, " similar to the now
routine environmental impact statements, be drawn before any such
data bank is constructed. Likening
the creation of FEDNET to the development of the atomic bomb, Mr.
Ford said, "We must also consider
the fallout hazards of FEDNET tr
traditional freedoms."
However dangerous systems lik1
FEDNET, which will store va.
amounts of personal data on citizen•
in a central unit may eventually tur
out to be, the GSA is currently takin,
bids on construction of FEDNET. f'{
" privacy impact statement" has I,
been issued .
'
The assault upon the citizen'
citadel of privacy is proceeding thes\
days apace.
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